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PREFACE
This study represents another step toward the development of a

functional scale of hearing loss by which household respondents can
describe the severity of their hearing impairment. The ultimate objec-
tive of this series of studies, initiated in 1962, is to devise a severity
scale, couched in functional terms, that can be correlated to standard
clinical measures or tests.

Gallaudet College, a federally sponsored institution and the only in-
stitution in the world that provides higher education exclusively for
persons with severely impaired hearing, has completed two studies
through contractual arrangements with the Division of Health Interview
Statistics. The findings of the first study, which were presented in Vital

and Health Statistics, PHS Pub. 1000, Series 2, No. 12, indicated that
persons with severe hearing loss were identified by the functional scale.
However, it was obvious that additional work was needed to develop a
scale which would increase the differentiation of lesser degrees of hear-
ing loss. The present study describes the general revision of the origi-
nal scale, the evaluation of the scale in a number of hearing and speech
clinics, and the effectiveness of the scale for use in a general health in-
terview population.

To each of the following clinics and to their professional and clerical
staff, grateful acknowledgment is hereby given of their indispensable
contribution to this project: Bill Wilkerson Hearing and Speech Center,
Nashville, Tennessee; Cleveland Hearing and Speech Center, Eye and Ear
Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C.;
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, Michigan; Houston Hearing and Speech
Center; Jackson Memorial Hospital, Miami, Florida; Jewish Hospital of
St. Louis; Northwestern University; Otologic Medical Group, Los Ange-
les, California; Temple University; University of Oklahoma Medical
Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; University of California at San Fran-
cisco Medical Center; and Washington Hospital Center, Washington, D.C.

Deep appreciation for their cooperation is also due to Dr. Philip
Rosenberg, Dr. Jean Lovrinic, and the other professional and clerical
staff of the Audiology Section, Temple University.

...
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IN THIS REPORT findings are presented on the development and
evaluation of a series of scale questions designed to measure degree of
hearing loss. Since a scale developed during an eavlhw study lacked
specificity in differentiating between pevsons with relatively small
hearing losses and those with nownal heaving, the primary objective of
the present study was the refinement of the scale in this area.

The evaluation phases of the study consisted of validating the revised
scale audiometrically with persons having minor to severe heaving
losses and also with pevsons having normal hearing. The scale uw
fi~st administered to persons attending hearing and speech clinics,
validating thei~ vesponses to the scale by comparison with audiometric
measurements. The scale was then administered in howsehold intwviews
of a representative sample of pwsons living in the Philadelphia Standwd
Metropolitan Statistical Area. Respondents in the interview survey who
reported some impairment of hearing weve scheduled for audiometric
examination. A subsample of persons who reported no hearing loss wwe
also scheduled for audiometric testing.

In addition to the hearing scale, anothw method of detwmining the ex-
tent of hearing loss was introduced into the study. This measuve was a
four-step self-ratingof heaving ability in each ear (good, a little tvouble
hearing, a lot of tvouble hearing; deaf). This method was found W.se&l
in eavliev studies in the detection of cases in which a pevson with a uni-
lateral heaving loss responded to the scale in terms of his ability to
hear with his worse ear vathev than with both eavs.

The inclusion of the self-rating measure wax found to be a wise deci-
sion because it, a’s well as the heaving scale, cowelates satisfactorily
with audiometric test results, when age and use of hearing aids are con-
sidwed in the interpretation of results. Moreover, the self-rating is
probably more usefid than the move complicated hearing scale in an
interview Wwation because it is simpler to administer, is easiw to
comprehend, and yields a more reliable estimate of hearing ability in
the worse ear when the bettw ear is nmmal or near-nomal.

...
VIII



DEVELOPMENT
EXPANDED

nl

AND EVALUATION OF AN
HEARING LOSS SCALE

wJESTIONNAIRE

Jerome D. Schein, Dean, College of Education, University of Cincinnati

Augustine Gentile, Divectov, Office of Demographic Studies, Gallaudet College

Kenneth W. Haase, Fovmev As.&tant to the Divector, Division of Health Intevview Statistics

INTRODUCTION

The National Center for Health Statistics uti-
lizes a variety of approaches for obtaining data on
the health of the U.S. population. One of its major
approaches is to obtain data on health and related
topics by means of household interviews. In addi-
tion to its efforts to meet the needs for factual in-
formation, the Center also devotes a substantial
part of its resources to finding new or improving
existing techniques for gathering information. In
many instances the Center, under contractual ar-
rangements, seeks the assistance of outside or-
ganizations. The study discussed in this report is
the result of such an arrangement in which Gal-
laudet College was asked to collalmrate in a proj-
ect to improve techniques for gathering informa-
tion on the population with impaired hearing.

The present study extends earlier efforts to
improve the collection of data on hearing impair-
ment by interviews. In preparation for a special
survey on hearing ability to be conducted during
the period July 1962-June 1963, a set of statements
to measure extent of hearing impairment was de-
signed for the National Center for Health Statis-
tics, 1 An attempt was made at that time to develop

lNational Center for Health Statistics: hiethodological as-
pects of a hearing ability interview survey. Vital and Health
Statistics, PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 12. Public Health
Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office, Oct.
1965.

a group of statements that would forma scale uti-
lizing the methodology originality developed by
Louis Guttman.2

In a perfect Guttman scale, the items are so
arranged that an individual’s responses up to a
point wiIl aH be in one direction (positive or nega-
tive) and beyond that point all in the opposite di-
rection. For example, if a series of questions
about weight were asked—Are you heavier than
100 pounds? Are you heavier than 110 pounds?
etc .—a person would respond “yes” until his
weight was reached or exceeded and “no” to all
subsequent questions in the series. The estimate
of his weight would then lie between the value of
the item at which the response shift occurs and
the preceding one.

For the July 1962-June 1963 survey on hear-
ing impairments, five items were found to ap-
proximate this type of scale. The scale was tested
under several conditions of administration and
with several groups of hearing-impaired persons
before being used in the field with a probability
sample of the U.S. population. While the evidence
thus obtained supported its use, the scale appeared
to have two basic shortcomings.

First and most important was its lack of
range. For persons obtaining the highest (best
hearing) score, little more could be said from the

2Guttman, L.: ‘The Cornell technique for scale and inten-
sity analysis. Educ. Psychol. Measmt. 7:247-279, 1957.
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audiological findings than that they had a probable
loss of hearing of less than 65 decibels. 3 Since a
large proportion of the hearing-impaired popula-
tion, with varying degrees of hearing loss, had to
be categorized in this broad group, this lack of
definitiveness was a crucial defect.

Secondly, the validation groups for the earlier
scale did not contain a sample of normal-hearing
persons. Therefore, it could not be predicted with
any assurance how the scale would operate with

persons who did not have impaired hearing.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT STUDY

With an ever-increasing need for reliable
national health statistics —many of which can
most appropriately be obtained by household in-
terviews—the National Center for Health Statis -
tics has established as one of its primary objec-
tives, the development of interview procedures
designed to improve the accuracy of the informa-
tion reported. As part of this policy, a project to
develop an improved scale was undertaken. The
principal objectives of this study were:
..

To develop a revised scale that would differ-
entiate between persons with relatively small
hearing losses and also differentiate between
persons with small losses and normal-hear-
ing persons.

To validate the revised scale audiometrically
with persons having minor to severe hearing
losses and also with persons having normal
hearing.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY PLAN

In order to attain the above objectives, the
study was divided into three phases:

Phase I. This phase consisted of developing
and pretesting various questions that could be
used as a scale to measure hearing ability for a
wider range of hearing loss than could be nleas -
ured by the earlier scale.

Phase II. This phase consisted of administer-
ing the final set of questions developed during

J.

2

3J)avi~, H,, and Jfranz, F.: International audionretriczero.
Acoust. Sot. finer’. 36:1450-1454, 1964.

Phase I to persons attending hearing clinics [ nd
then validating their responses to the scale by
comparison with audiometric measurements.

Phase III. During the final phase, the revi~ ed
scale was administered in household intervie m
of a representative sample of persons living in the
Philadelphia Standard Metropolitan Statistic al
Area. The interviews were conducted using met 1-
ods somewhat similar to those adopted by t le
Division of Health Interview Statistics of the N,~-
tional Center for Health Statistics.

AN respondents in the interview survey were
asked the scale questions. All those who indicatt:d
some impairment of hearing were scheduled for
audiometric examinations. In addition, a suh-
sample of persons for whom no impairment [If
hearing was reported was also scheduled f(r
audiometric examinations.

PHASE 1: DEVELOPMENT OF A SCALE

The major problem in developing the new
scale was to find statements which would differ-
entiate between persons with small hearing losses
and those with normal hearing. Finding items that
distinguish those with severe losses from thosl:
with smaller ones was accomplished by the earlier
scale.

It was decided to confine the initial questium
of the scale to aspects of speech perception. In
considering the wording of the scale statements,
a number of qualifications were desired, e.g., the
surrounding noise level (’‘quiet room”), distance
from speaker (“across a quiet room,” “in your
better ear”); and loudness of stimulus (’‘whisper ,”
“shout”). Other qualifications not included might
have assisted some respondents to J-eply more
satisfactorily, e.g., whether a man or woman was
speaking. However, the questions had to he of a
length suitable to oral administration; thervfore
they could not be too complex or too lengthy.

Items worded in various ways were presented
to small numbers of hearing-impaired people. An
inquiry was conducted after each administration
in an attempt to discover why persons rrsp[mdtxl
as they had. When they expressed difficulty an-
swering a question because they could nc)t choose
between the dichotomous responses or could not
clearly comprehend the question, alternative
wordings were sought. In this way. the statements



Plcaae answer the next questions “the way you usually hear with b.atti ears. If you use a hearing aid, please answer the

way you hear without a hearing aid.

YES NO
I

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Can you usunlly hear and understand what a pwson says without seeing his
fam if he whispers to you from across a quiet room? I I
Cat you usually hear and understand what a person says without seeing his
face if he tafks in a normal voice m you frqm across a quiet room? I I
Cm you usually hear and undemtand what a person says without seeing his
face if he shouts to yQu from across a quiet mom?

Can you ttsucdlyhear and understand a person if he speaks loudly into your
hctter em?

Can you usually tell the sound of speech from other sounds and noises?

Can you usually teUone kind of noise from another?

Cm YOUhear loud noises?

I

Figure I. The seven quest ions in the new Hearing Abi1ity Seale.

(These seven statements are identical to those administered durina Phase 11 of this study. Durina Phase Ii1. in----- -,--
which the household interview technique was used, these statements were mod ified only to the extent that they
became applicable to an interview situation, See appendix IIl.)

were continually modified until it was felt that a
workable set had been obtained.

The final scale consisted of the seven ques-
tions reproduced in figure 1. They are arranged
in anticipated order of hearing impairment, from
least to greatest loss. The earlier hearing scale 1
had the opposite order. This procedural change
makes the scale more efficient in interviews of
the general population. Since the concept of scaling
involves finding the point of response dis junc-
ture—the question before which all answers are
in one direction and after which they are all in the
opposite direction—no more useful information
wilI theoretically be gained by asking further
questions once that point is reached, i.e., the per-
son who says he can hear and understand whis-
pered speech will also be expected to say he is
able to hear and understand shouted speech. Since
most persons in the general population do not
have a hearing problem, only the first question
need be asked of the vast majority of respond-
ents. In a household survey, this procedure would
mean a substantial saving of time.

In addition to the hearing scale just dis-
cussed, it was decided to include in this study
another method of determining the extent of
hearing loss. Results of the earlier survey 1 and
other studies had indicated that a four-step, self-

1 (Markone box for each ear)

L
Left

•1

:
•1

Right

Hesxingis good. D
Little trouble hearing. D
Lot of trouble hearing. ❑
Deaf. ❑

Figure 2. Rating seale for each ear.

rating scale provided valuable information, es-
pecially useful in detecting those instances in
which a person with a unilateral hearing loss
responds to the scale in terms of how he hears
with his worse ear rather than with both ears. As

will be seen, the decision to continue to use the
self -rating of each ear proved most worthwhile.
The self-rating scale is reproduced in figure 2.

PHASE II: CLINICAL VALIDATION

Having decided on the scale, the next step
became its validation. Two questions were raised:
Do the items tend to approximate scalar form?
How well do the scale positions correspond to au-
diological measures of hearing ability?

3



To answer the second question, in particular,
many hearing-impaired persons with varying de-
grees and types of losses were needed. A sample
of the general population could be expected to
yield a very low proportion of such persons 4 and
would not have been economically feasible—es-
pecially prior to the development of new scales.
The alternative was to select persons attending
audiological clinics, because a suitably high pro-
portion of these patients have the characteristics
sought .

Fourteen clinics widely spread across the
United States agreed to cooperate in the study.
These clinics had sizable caseloads of adults and
had earned reputations for the excellence of their
activities in the field of audiology, Each clinic
was assigned a quota of patients who were to con-
stitute an ongoing sample of their cases over the
time specified. The clinics began testing on a
staggered schedule so that a member of the study
staff could be present at the onset of data gather-
ing, in order to assist in making the process as
uniform as possible among clinics. For the same
reason, printed directims and standard report
forms were given to clinic personnel (Washington
Hearing Survey, appendixes I and II).

The Hearing Ability Scale was self -adminis-
tered. The clinic staffs were instructed not to
assist respondents, except to answer any ques-
tions in a nondirective fashion. At the same time,
the clinics were asked to encourage each patient
to complete the questionnaires. In this, they
seemed quite successful; refusals to complete the
questionnaire were less than 5 percent in any
clinic, with most showing no refusals.

Data came from ongoing samples of persons
18 years and over, patients being eliminated only
if they were unable to complete the questionnaire
without substantial assistance. On this basis, blind
persons, severely deteriorated senile patients, il-
literate persons, and similarly disabled individ-
uals were not included in the sample.

No instructions on the conduct of the audio-
logical examinations were given, only specific

?National Center for Health Statistics: Characteristics of
persons with impaired hearing. Vital and Health Statistics.
PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 1O-NO. 35. Public Health Service.
Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office, Apr. 1967.

directions on recording the results. The clinic:;
themselves were the sole judges of the accuracy
of their audiological measurements, Whenever
they felt that the results of an audiological exami-
nation were unreliable, they were asked to indi-
cate the unreliability so that such records COUICI
be subsequently discarded from the analysis.

The clinics also noted on the records diag-
nostic information about any patient whose hear-
ing problem was so unusual as to cause his re-
sponses from the scale to be suspect. Such caseE
included nonorganic losses, intermittent losseE
(e.g., Meniere’s syndrome), andpostsurgical res-.
toration of hearing. This information proved tcl
be very useful in the analysis of response pat.
terns to the scale questions.

The questionnaires were submitted to th~
study directors as soon after completion as pos-
sible. They were coded as received, so that er-
rors and omissions could be detected while the
clinic staff might still recall the patient and be
able to make corrections. This procedure wa~
intended primarily to correct errors made in in-
formation supplied by the clinic relating to the
audiometric measurements. A number of ques-
tionnaires were received on which responses to
some of the scale statements were omitted. No
steps to correct these oversights could be taken.
However, continually advising the clinics of these
errors probably reduced their rate of occurrence.

Analysis of Scalability

Responses to the seven items on the revised
hearing scale are said to be “scaled” if, once a
“yes” response is given, all subsequent responses
are “yes, ” If a person answers “yes” to the first
question, he must answer “yes” to the remaining
six questions, in order for his responses to be
scaled. Similarly, a person may respond “no” to
the first two items and “yes” to the third; to be
scaled, his next four answers must be “yes.” In
addition, scaled responses must comply with two
mechanical rules: (a) only one response to a ques-
tion and (b) no responses omitted. Multiple re-
sponses to a question and omission of responses
are considered to be indications of scale weak-
ness, based on the reasoning that an equivocal or
missing response may be due to poor wording or
incorrect placement of the item on the scale, How-

4



ever, because the indications of the problem are
different, they have been treated separately in
analyzing the scale.

Scalability in these terms, then, is taken as
synonymous with unidimensionality. The first
analyses of the responses to the seven statements
dealt with their tendency to scale and with factors
associated with scaling. The object of the analyses
was to establish the extent to which the statements
could be accepted as approximating scale (uni -
dhnensional) form.

As shown in table 1, of the 1,815 respondents
in the clinic sample, 1,345 (74.1 percent) gave
responses which scaled and were free of response
error. Approximately 7 percent of the respond-
ents failed to respond to all or some of the state-
ments or provided multiple answers to the same
statement. While this group does not contribute
pertinent data to the analysis of scalability, they
do indicate the need to either clarify instruction
or develop a followback editing procedure de-
signed to decrease the magnitude of this group.
However, even when these responses—including
the omissions or multiple answers—are elimi-
nated, the proportion scaling is only 79.7 per-

cent, which is considerably lower than that for
the earlier hearing scale (88.9 percent). I The
following discussion will examine
reasons why the 343 respondents
sistent answers to this scale.

Diagnosis

Table 1 shows scaling of the 1,

the possible
gave incon-

815 cases in
the clinic sample by characteristics of their hear-
ing loss and hearing examination. In addition to
audiometric data, clinics were asked to note any
characteristics which would make the results of
the examination suspect.

In four out of five cases, no diagnosis was
given or, if some diagnostic information was
entered, it was of a routine nature. (A routine
diagnosis included otitis media, presbycusis, and
otosclerosis.)

Intermittent losses (including Meniere’s syn-
drome) were reported for 4.5 percent (81) of the
clinic patients. Nearly 12 percent (216) of the
patients were seen following surgery, usually
stapedectomy. A little more than 3 percent of the
cases were suspected of having a nonorganic loss

Table 1. Number and percent of persons giving scaled and nonscaled responses accord-
ing to type of error, by diagnostic classification of their hearing impairment: clinic
sample

Diagnostic classifi-
cation of hearing

impairment

Total ---------

Routine or no
diagnosis ----------

Intermi,ttenE loss---
Postsurgery ---------
Nonorgani,c ----------
Unreliable ex-

amination ----------

Scaled
Total responses
number

of
persons

m

Num- Per-
ber cent

1,460 1,074 73.6
79.0

2% 1X 79.2
35 22 62.9

23 14 60.9

Nonscaled responses

Inconsistent I Omissions

281 19.2 73
14.8 4 N

% 16.2 7 3.2
10 28.6 2 5.7

5 21.7 2 8.7

Otherl

I

Num- Per -
ber cent

I

+
32 2.2

i M
1 2.9

*Other errors include checking both yes and no to the same statement or a combina-
tion of two or more types of errors for a given respondent.

5



(malingering, psychogenic, etc.) or of giving un-
reliable audiological results for other reasons.
The records of these latter 58 cases are not in-
cluded in the remaining analyses.

Except for these cases omitted, there appears
to be little difference in scalability for these broad
diagnostic groupings. However, the “routine/no
diagnosis” category is so large that it maybe ob-
scuring additional information about type of hear-
ing loss in relation to scalability. The differences
in scalability between those with unreliable audio-
logical results or nonorganic losses and those with
intermittent losses or postsurgical evaluation is
to be expected, because persons who are unreli-
able in one respect are apt to be so in another and
because persons seeking relief from severe im-
pairments are more likely to be aware of their
impairment.

As indicated below when the 58 cases noted
above, along with the scale responses which in-
cluded omissions or multiple answers, are elim-
inated, the proportion of persons who gave scaled
responses rises to 80.0 percent.

Num.bw Pevcent

All persons ------- 1,637 100.0

Scaled responses ----- 1,309 80.0
Unscaled responses

(inconsistent) ------- 328 20.0

Since this proportion is still much lower than the
proportion of persons who scaled (88.9 percent) in
the earlier national survey, a further discussion
of this difference is taken up in the next section.

Patterns of Response

Even though the discrimination being sought
in the newer scale was far greater than that in the
earlier version, the large difference between the
proportion of respondents who scaled in the July
1962-June 1963 survey and the proportion of
scaled responses in the clinic group led the au-
thors to examine the patterns of responses given
by the clinic group. As shown in table 2, the non-
scaled response noted most often (57 times) was
the pattern “N, N, Y, Y, Y, N, Y.” This response
pattern would imply that although the person can
usually hear and understand shouted speech, he is
unable to distinguish one kind of noise from

another. The next most common nonscaling r>-
sponse pattern was “N, N, Y, Y, N, Y, Y,” whi,;h
occurred 40 times. This response pattern would
imply that although the person can hear and uncle C-
stand shouted speech, he cannot distinguish spee :h
from other sounds and noises. On face validity,
both of the above responses appear illogical a od
because of any evidence to the contrary, it is ne;-
essary to assume that questions 5 and 6 are beiog
misinterpreted by some proportion of the r:-
spondents. On further inspection of these response
patterns, it was found that question 6 alone a ~-
counts for 108 of the 329 inconsistent responses,
question 5 alone accounts for 7’9 failures, and
questions 5 and 6 jointly account for 50 failures.
Taken together, a total of 237 inconsistent re-
sponses of the 329 such errors could be elimi-
nated by ignoring the responses to questions 5
and 6.

If questions 5 and 6 are ignored, then 1,546 of
the 1,758 (87.9 percent) of the entire clinic gro ~p
would have scaled responses. Further, by elim i-
nating from the analysis those respondents WI1O
failed to answer each statement and those who gave
multiple answers to the same statement, the pr.>-
portion of respondents that scale rises to 94.4

percent.
This analysis suggests the deletion of these

two scale statements “can usually tell the sound
of speech from other sounds and noises” and “c m
usually tell one kind of noise from another. ” Tle
purpose of these statements was intended to pr ~-
vide a more detailed discrimination among those
who were unable to hear or understand even 10~d
speech but were able to hear loud noise. Howeve r,
it appears that these statements created sor le
confusion in the respondent’s mind. Since tne
group for whom the questions were intended to
provide more discrimination comprises a very
small fraction of the hearing impaired popul ~-
tion, 4 a more detailed classification within it
would have very limited statistical reliability f jr
the purposes of the Health Interview Survc y.
Therefore, the deletion of these two statements
would not greatly affect the overall usefulness of
this scale.

It should be noted that statements similar fo
questions 5 and 6 appeared on the Hearing Abilit y
Scale used in the July 1962-June 1963 survey.
However, the impact that they had on scalabilil y
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Table 2. Frequency of responses to hearing scale statements in clinic sample

w

Response

All responses--------------------

Scaled responses-------------------

Pattern statement number

Frequency

2 51 6 7

~1,758

1,309

‘Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No 1
Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

No Yes

No NO

No NO

No No

No No

378

476

382

30

8

3

15

17

329

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NoNo

(The underlined response
indicates those that are out of

order)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

~

Yes

No—
Yes

{es

No—

Yes

&

No

z—
Yes

Yes

Yes

-N&

J&

Yes

No—
Yes

No—
Lo

Yes

*

Yes

NQ

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

All inconsistent responses-------

57

40

31

25

23

14

13

13

11

10

24 Response patterns in which only
~tatement 5 and/or 6 are -

inconsistent

Other inconsistent responses
Other inconsistent Datterns havinz a ,
frequency of less khan 10-------:----- 68

All other response errors-------- 120

Response omitted;~---------------------- 84

Other response errors------------------ 36

11 16 6 25 17 19 3

lResPonses of those classified as nonorganic(N=35) and unreliable examination(N=23)
are not included. See text for stumnaryof their responses.

‘See figure 1 for definition of statement number.

:~Figuresbeneath each statement number indicate frequency of occurrence of error.
Total of individual frequencies exceeds 84 because some respondents omitted more than
one response.
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was not as obvious, probably because of the na-
ture of the sample population involved. A major
analytical problem inherent in analyzing scale
of this type is determining the appropriate de-
nominator. Since this scale is designed to dis-
criminate among various degrees ofhearingloss,
those persons at either extremeofthescale, such
as those withno significant hearingloss andthose
with complete loss, can be expected to haveno
problem answering the questions. These persons
can either hear everything or nothing. However,
for those persons who fall between the extremes,
the ability todiscriminate becomesmore difficult.

Since the July 1962-June 1963 survey was
based on the representative sampleof the United
States in which only a small proportion of the
population is expected to have a hearing impair-
ment, a smaller number of persons could be ex-
pected to have a problem of confusion with ques-
tions ,5 and 6 in comparison to the clinic samples
used in this study.

It could be argued that in this study, the de-
nominator for the &action indicating scalability
should either include only those persons who were
reported to have some hearing impairment or
should be weighted to reflect greater or lesser
degree of risk of error. However, since the pur-
pose of the scale is to classify all persons—those
with and without hearing loss—the total sample
population has been used as the denominator in
this analysis.

Factors Affecting Scaling

Except for the lower level of scaled responses
due to the choice of the total sample population as
a base for the computation of percentages, there-
lationships between sex, age, hearing aid use, and
scalability are similar to those found in the ear-
lier study.4

As shown in table 3, the proportion of males
providing scaled responses was 81.9 percent; this
is slightly higher than the 78.2 percent of scaled
responses for females. These differences are
nonsignificant, using a 5-percent level of signifi-
cance. The chi square for this distribution was
3.45, with 1 degree of freedom. The interpretation
of this result in terms of associated probability
would be that this observed sex difference could
be expected to occur from mere chance from 5

to 1(I times if this study was repeated lL)LItimes.
Even if this difference were statistically sikmiti -
cant, its practical implication would be Iimittd,

Age of Respondent

As shown in table 4, respondents who were Ml
years of age and over gave scaled responses Iet;s
frequently (77.1 percent) than those from 40-:;9
years (82.4 percent) and than those under 40 yea]%
(80,5 percent). The chi square for this distribu-
tion was 5.7, which is not significant at a 5-perceat
level of confidence, with 2 degrees of freedorl.
However, age does seem to be a significant factor
if the scaled responses for the 60 years and ovt~r
group (77.1 percent) are compared with those for
persons under 60 years of age (81.8 percent). Tlw
chi square for this distribution is 5.26 with I de-
gree of freedom which is significant at the 5-pe~- ~
cent level of confidence but not at the 1-percent
level. This means that these differences would
occur due to chance alone less than five times if
this study was repeated 100 times.

Use of Hearing Aids

Persons presently using hearing aids ga~e
scaled responses significantly less frequent y
(61.7 percent) than those who had never used : n
aid (83.8 percent) or those who had used one in tl e
past (79.3 percent). The difference in these pe~ -
centages is significant beyond the 0.1 -percent
level (chi square equals 61.0, with 2 degrees of
freedom).

Hearing aid use, however, varies with agI:.
For patients aged 60 years and over, 21.0 percent
were presently using a hearing aid and 12.3 per-
cent formerly used one (from figures in table 4).
These proportions are higher than those reported
for the population aged 40-59 years (11. 1 percent
now use an aid; 12.0 percent used an aid in the
past) and the under 40-year-old group (10.3 per-
cent now use an aid and 10.6 percent used an aid
in the past).

Because of these differences in the use c,f
hearing aids among the different age groups, it is
necessary to question whether the large differ-
ences in scalability among the use of hearing aid
groups are a function of age or the observed dif -
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Table 3. Number and percent distribution of persons, by scaled and inconsisten~ re-
sponses to the hearing ability scale according to-
sample

sex and hearing aid use: clinic

Sex and hearing aid use’

Both sexes

ALL persons------------------

Never used aid---------------------
Now uses aid-----------------------
Formerly used aid------------------

Male

All persons------------------

Never used aid---------------------
Now uses aid-----------------------
Formerly used aid------------------

Female

All persons------------------

Never used aid---------------------
Now uses aid-----------------------
Formerly used aid------------------

Total Scaled

Non-
scaled
incon-
sistent

Number of persons

21,634

1,201
240
193

800

591
107
102

834

610
133
91

1,307 I 327

1,006
148
153

655

502

K

652

504
76
72

145

—

Total Scaled

Non-
scaled
incon-

sistent

Percent distribution

II_

100.0 80.0 20.0

100.O 83.8 16.2
100.0 61.7 38.3
100.0 79.3 20.7

100.0 II 81.91 18.1

100.0
100.0
100.0

100QO

100.0
100.0
100.0

84.9 15.1
67.3 32,7
79.4 20.6

78.21 21.8

82.6 17*4
57.1 42.9
79.1 20.9

*Excludes those respondents who failed to answer each auestion or Drovide a multiDle
or qualified answer to-at least one of the questions. ‘

. –.

9Excludes three patients for whom clinical data were not available.

fertmcesamong agegroupsareafunctionofhear-
ingaidusage.

Sincethe proportionof persons who scaled
for cachofthehearing-aid-use groupsShoWsimi-
lar differences within each of the age-specific
categories, it is obvious that these differences
cannot k solely a function of age. This is borne
(NNhy a comparison of the agC?-acijUStedpeYCent-

~t-w Of Sc~lahilityforthehearing-aid-use cate-
guri~ls. This procedure yields rates of8:3.6 per-
cent scalability for those who have never used an
aid, 60:3 percent for present users, and79.2per-
cent for rhe former users. A testofthcsignifi-
cance of the differencein these percentages
results in chi square of 65.66 with 2 degrees of

freedom. l-his statistic, which is sign iiicallt hc-
yondtheo.1 confidencel evel,indicatcwt hathear-
ing aid status hasamarked inflmmcecm the scala-
bility of responses regardless ofase.

It is, however, possible to standardize for
hearing aid use and compare differences among
age groups. The proportion of persons scaling
within each age group. after adjustment fordif-
ferences in hearing-aid-use status, results in
79.3 percent for the lS-:3~ year age group, S1.3
percent for the 40-5LJ year age group, and78.(1
percent for the 60 yeal-alldover agegroup. These
adjusted rates of scalability for the age groups

which yield a chi square of 2.16wilh2 dcgrccs uf

freedom are not sihmificantlydifferentat the5-

9



Table 4. Number and percent distribution of persons, by scaled and inconsistent re-
sponses to the hearing ability scale accokding to age and hearing aid use: clinic
sample

—

I Non-

Scaled scaled
incon-
sistent

Scaled scaled
incon-
sistent

Age and hearing aid use’ ToCal Total

All ages, 18+ years Number of persons Percent distribution?

31,634All persons------------------ 1.307 327 100.0 80.0 20.0

Never used aid---------------------
Now uses aid-----------------------
Formerly used aid------------------

1,201
240
193

339

1,006
148
153

273

195

%

66

100.0
10000
100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

83.8
61.7
79.3

80.5

84.0
57.1
77.8

82.4

16.2
38.3
20.7

19.5

16.0
42.9
22.2

17.6

13.5
42.7
21.0

22.9

18-39 years

All persons------------------

Never used aid---------------------
Now uses aid-----------------------
Formerly used aid------------------

268
35
36

675

225
20
28

556

43
15
8

119

40-59 years

All persons------------------

Never used aid---------------------
Now uses aid-----------------------
Formerly used aid------------------

449
43
64

478

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

86.5
57.3
79.0

77.1

60 years and over

All persons------------------

Never used aid---------------------
Now uses aid-----------------------
Formerly used aid------------------

414
130
76

332
85
61

100.0
100.0
100.0

80.2
65.4
80.3

19.8
34.6
19.7

lExcludes those respondents who failed to answer each question or provideamulciple
or qualified answer to at least one of the questions.

2Percentages of scalability have been adjusted to the age distribution and to the
“hearing aid status” distribution of the total study population shown in the table.

3Excludes three patients for whom clinical data were not available.
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percent level of significance. These differences
could be expected to occur 30 percent of the time
by chance alone.

From the above discussion, it is possible to
draw the following conclusions: Hearing-aid-use
status is related to the respondent’s ability to
scale, and those patients who presently use a hear-
ing aid have the most difficulty in providing a
scaled response. There is insufficient evidence
to indicate that inabili~ to scale is a function
of ilge; however, since there are some observed
differences, it should not be eliminated as a
possible factor.

The age of the respondent is an important
factor as it relates to other types of errors in
completing the Hearing Ability Scale. Approxi-
mately 10 percent of the respondents who were
60 years and over either failed to answer all of
the questions or provided multiple answers to the
same question on the scale. The proportion of
similar types of errors for the 18-39 and 40-59
year age groups was 5 percent or approximately
one-half the proportion occurring for the older
age group.

Audiometric Analysis

The second concern about the clinic data was
the relation of the scale scores to the audiological
measures. Better-ear averages (the arithmetic
average of the air-conduction thresholds at 500,
1000, and 2000 cycles per second for the better-
hearing ear) formed the basis for most of the
analysis. These measures were related to the
scale scores, which were determined by the first
“yes” response given by the patient. Thus, if
question 1 was answered “yes, ” then the scale
score would be 1, and so on, to a score of 8 for
the case in which all answers to the seven ques-
tions were “no.” It should be noted that in the fol-
lowing analysis the data includes scores for those
patients whose responses did not scale, because
the plan for the field test (Phase III) was to stop
questioning when the first “yes” response was
made to a scale item. It should be further noted
that the low frequencies of scale scores beyond
4 necessitated combining scores 5 through 8 for
purposes of analysis.

As
average

shown in table 5, the mean better-ear
for the total sample increases with in-

creasing scale scores. The mean better-ear
average ranged from 13.7 dB loss for persons
with a scale score of 1 (able to hear and under-
stand a whisper from across a quiet room) to
81.8 dB loss for persons with a scale score of 5
or better (usually unable to hear and understand
even loud speech) with a fairly even progression
of corresponding better-ear averages. These
mean better-ear averages indicate that the hear-
ing ability scale was quite effective in discrimi-
t ing among groups of persons with var ying degrees
of hearing loss. However, the relatively large
standard deviation for these mean audiometric
measures also indicate that there is considerable
variation within each scale group.

As the evidence on scalability suggested, the
use of hearing aids apparently influences the way
in which persons describe their hearing loss. For
the same scale score, persons who are presently
using a hearing aid tend to have a more severe
average loss than those who never used an aid or
those who used one in the past. As shown in table
5, this phenomenon is observed with each of the
scale scores. Persons never using an aid recorded
the lowest mean better-ear averages. Persons
presently using an aid had the highest mean better-
ear average. Persons who formerly used an aid
fall between these two extremes.

Since age could also be a factor, table 6 pre-
sents the mean better -ear averages according to
scale score by age within each of the hearing-aid-
use categories. Approximately 73 percent of the
clinic sample were classified as having never
used a hearing aid. Within this group for the same
scale score, older persons tend to have more se-
vere average losses than do younger persons. An
increasing better-ear average loss with increas-
ing age is observed for each of the first four scale
scores. The fact that this pattern is broken in the
last scale score group might only be a reflection
of the small number of cases within this group.
For the other two hearing-aid-use categories, no
obvious age patterns are detected.

The interpretation of these findings would
indicate that the Hearing Ability Scale, when hear-
ing aid usage and age are controlled, can be an
effective instrument for classifying groups of per-
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sons according to degrees of audiometric hearing
loss. However, as previously discussed, the
standard deviation for each of the computed mean
better-ear averages is relatively large, indicating
substantial variability within these groups.

Rating for Each Ear

As mentioned earlier, in addition to the scale
questions, each respondent was asked to check a
statement for each ear indicating his own esti-
mate of his hearing ability in that ear (fig. 2).
These ratings also form a logical assessment of
the scale qualities of the two ratings, one for each
ear.

Table 7 shows better-ear averages of the
composite rating (for both ears) by hearing : .id
use and age. Better-ear averages increase as the
ratings for the wozse ear increase (ratings 0”1
indicate best hearing; 4, worst hearing). Thus,
while it might be thought that the better-ear ave r-
ages” should be approximately the same for the
same better-ear rating, this is not the case. Ap-
parently, there is a tendency to judge the hearing
in one ear in relation to the other ear so that when
the hearing in one ear is poor, hearing in the bt’t-
ter ear may be somewhat overrated,

Similar to the findings for the Hearing Abil.ty
Scale, both use of hearing aids and age are fac-
tors in determining how a person described his

Table 5. Number of persons, mean better-ear average in decibels, and standard devi-
ation, by scale score according to hearing aid use: clinic sample

Hearing aid use status

Total

Number of persona l -----------------
Mean better-ear average in

decibels --------------------------
Standard deviation -----------------

Never used aid

Number of persons ------------------
Mean better-ear average in

decibels --------- -------- -------- --
Standard deviation -----------------

Formerly used aid

Number of persons ------------------
Mean better-ear average in

deci,bels --------- -------- ----------
Standard deviation -----------------

Now uses aid

Number of persons ------------------
Mean better-ear average in

decibels -------- . . . . . . . . -------- --
Standard deviation -----------------

Total

1,752

..0

. . .

1,287

. . .
● *.

206

. . .

. . .

259

. . .
● *.

1

425

13.7
11.7

383

12.5
11.1

38

23.2
10.5

4

38.5
10.0

Scale score

2

614

28.3
16.3

488

25.4
15.2

73

35.0
13.6

53

45.9
16.2

3

573

43.2
16,7

379

37.5
14.7

71

50.1
14.0

123

56.7
14.6

4

83

63.3
18,5

26

51.8
19.2

13

58.8
16.7

44

71.4
14.4

——

5-8
——

57

81,8
20,5

1.1

73.2
28.4

11

77*3
28,4

:,5

85.9
13,0

——

lFi_ve records were excluded for which there was no information on hearing aid use,
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Table 6. Number of persons, mean better-ear average in decibels, and standard devi-
ation, by scale score according to age and hearing aid use: clinic sample

Age and hearing aid use

Total number of persons in clinic
samplel ----------------------------

NEVER USED AID

All ages, 18+ ye&rs -----------------

18-39 years

Number of persons -------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels -------
Standard deviat~on ------------------------

40-59 years

Number of persons -------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels -------
Standard deviation ------------------------

60 years and eve;

Number of persons -------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels -------
Standard deviation ------------------------

NOW USES AID

All ages, 18-I-years -----------------

18-39 vears

Number of persons -------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels -------
Standard deviation ------------------------

40-59 years

Number of persons -------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels -------
Standard deviation ------------------------

60 years and over

Number of persons -------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels -------
Standard deviation ------------------------

Total

1,752

1,287

283
...
..*

548
...
...

456
...
...

259

36
...
...

79
...
...

144
...
...

Scale score

1

425

383

112
7.5
8.1

189
12.4
10.0

82
19.9
13.2

4

0.;
0.0

0
0.0
0.0

4
38.5
10.0

2

614

488

110
17.7
13,8

202
22.1
13.5

176
34.1
13.7

53

53.:
13.0

42::
15.7

45%
17.1

3

573

379

33:;
17.7

147
36.0
16.1

177
40.2
11.7

123

56;:
11.6

42
55.9
16.4

65
57.3
14.3

4

83

26

42.;
0.0

45.;
24.7

18
54.9
17.2

44

6
68.8
5.8

9
72.6
20.0

29
71.5
14.0

5-8

57

11

98.;
3;7

48.;
15.3

55.;
27.6

35

6
91.2
8.6

10
88.2
14.5

83::
13.2

See fooknote at end of table.
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Table 6. Number ~f persons, mean better-ear average in decibels, and standard devi-
ation, by scale score according to age and hearing aid use: clinic sample-Con.

Age and hearing aid use

FORMERLY USED AID

All ages, 18+ years-----------------

18-39 years

Number of persons-------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels-------
Standard deviation------------------------

40-59 years

Number of persons-------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels-------
Standard deviation------------------------

60 years and over

Number of persons-------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels-------
Standard deviation------------------------

Total

206

38
.,.
,..

85
...
.,,

83
...
...

1

38

4
19.5
10.9

19?;
9.4

31:;
7.C

Scale score

2

73

39?:
16.9

31%
12.2

35?
12.5

3

71

51:;
17.1

2s
52.Z
16.(

2[
47.:
9.1

4

13

45,?
3.5

71.:
26.2

57.!!
12.7

5-8

11

74.;
36,8

95.;
3,7

64,;
33.3

‘Five records were excluded for which there was no information on hearing aid use.



Table 7. Mean better-e&r average in decibels and number of persons, by rating for each ear ac-
cording to age and hearing aid use: clinic sample

Age and hearing aid use

ALL PERSONS

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

NEVER USED AID

All ages, 18+-years

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of personG-----------

18-39 years

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

40-59 years

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels--------------------

Number of persons-----------

60 years and over

Mean better-earaverage in
decibele-------------------

Number of persons-----------

FORMERLY USED AID

All ages, 18+-years

Mean better-earaverage Ln
decibels-------------------

Number of peraons-----------

18-39 years

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

Total

. . .

21,736

. . .

1,275

.,.

283

...

542

...

450

...

206

. . .

38

1-1

12,6

200

11.5

183

7.4

52

10.6

97

20.4

34

23.9

17

24.5

3

1-2

17.7

217

16.6

200

9.7

62

14.9

92

29.2

46

28.1

14

14.5

3

..—— -s-.L.l ..–.-, .– c- --.*. . ...*Kesponaems” racing Eor eacn ear~

1-3

19.4

194

17.0

154

14.1

48

15.7

76

25.1

30

25.4

33

24.5

5

1-4

26.2

36

21.1

29

15.8

8

21.8

15

26.2

6

14.5

3

---

---

2-2

31.5

374

30.0

320

19.4

55

28.8

122

35.0

143

38.7

36

47.0

8

2-3

39.1

274

35.3

198

34.8

33

34.2

78

36.5

87

44.9

30

44.5

3

2-4

38.9

50-

31.8

33

19.5

4

31.8

11

34.5

18

45.8

9

47.8

3

3-3

52.4

277

45.6

130

47.8

15

44.0

44

46.1

71

52.4

43

53.5

10

3-4

61.2

73

52.6

21

54.5

1

43.0

7

57.6

13

62.4

14

44.5

1

4-4

87.2

41

84.5

7

94.5

5

---

---

59.5

2

90.2

7

89.5

2

See footnotesat end of table,
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Table 7. Mean better-earaverage in decibelsand number of persons, by rating for each ear ac-
cording to age and hearing aid use: clinic sample-Con.

I
Age and hearing aid use

40-59 years

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

60 years and over

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

NOW USES AID

All azes. 18+ vears

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

18-39 years

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

40-59 years

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

60 years and over

Mean better-earaverage in
decibels-------------------

Number of persons-----------

—

Total

...

85

...

83

...

255

.,.

36

...

78

. . .

141

1-1

20.5

10

32.0

4

----

----

---

---

---

---

---

---

1-2

29.5

6

34.5

5

41.2

3

---

---

---

.-.

41.2

3

Respondents’rating for each earl

1-3

22.1

17

30.9

11

43.1

7

54.5

2

24,5

2

47.8

3

1-4

14.5

2

14.5

1

72.0

4

94.5

1

49.5

2

94.5

1

2-2

35,3

13

37.2

15

45.5

18

54.5

2

41.1

9

48.7

7

2-3

47.0

12

43.2

15

51.9

46

55.8

8

52,8

12

50.2

26

2-4

49.5

2

42.5

4

60.5

8

84.5

1

61.3

3

53.8

4

3-3

53.0

13

51.5

20

60.9

104

59.5

10

58,4

33

62.5

61

3-4

66.5

5

62.0

8

65.5

38

58.7

7

72.2

13

63.3

18

4-4
-

30.5

5

---

---!

97.1

27

90.5

5

99.5

4

B5.6

18

11= My hearing is good; 2= I have little troublehearing; 3=
4= I am deaf.

I have a lot of troublehearing;,

221 recordswere excludedbecause the rating for one or both ears was missing and/or no infor-
mation on hearing aid use.
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ability to hear. For the same given rating, per-
sons who reported that they presently use a hear-
ing aid tend to have the most severe hearing los-
ses and those who have never used an aid have the
least severe hearing losses. For those persons
classified as never having used a hearing aid, the
average hearing loss tends to increase with in-
creasing age, within the same rating category. A
similar age pattern is not observed for those who
used an aid in the past or for those who presently
use an aid,

Another aspect of the ratings for each ear is
the actual difference in hearing levels in relation
to the respondents’ estimates. Table 8 shows the
mean difference of hearing levels between the ears
by the ratings given for each ear. The results
come very close to theoretical expectations. When
respondents rate each ear the same— 1-1, 2-2,
;3-3, or 4-4-there is virtually no audiometric
difference, When the ratings for each ear differ
by one step (l-2, 2-3, 3-4), regardless of the se-
verity of the rating, the average differences range
L)lIIY from 14 to 26 dB’s. When the ratings differ
by two steps (1.3, 2-4), the corresponding audio-
metric differences range from 36 to 44 dB’s.
Finally, when the ratings differ by three steps
(1-4), the audiometric differences are largest,
being from 64 to 71 dB’s. Along with the fact that
the average differences are all in the anticipated
direction (positive when the left ear has the
greater loss, negative when the right ear has the
greater loss), these results add considerable sup-
port to the validity of these ratings.

Another interesting facet of the analysis of
the ratings of each ear can be seen in table 9.
Averages were calculated for the hearing levels
associated with each rating. The increase in hear-
ing level which results as the rating of hearing
loss increases is not surprising, but the regularity
of the increase (about 20 dB’s between steps) and
the similarity of these findings for both left and
right ears is noteworthy. Furthermore, the hear-
ing levels closely resemble the interpretations
associated with the rating: a hearing loss of 17
dB’s is not considered handicapping, a loss of 35
dB’s gives “difficulty only with faint speech,” a
loss of 55 dB’s leads to “frequent difficulty with
normal speech ,” and a loss of 89 dB’s or more
usually precludes the understanding even of am-

plified speech.s Altogether, the rating of each ear
bears out the accuracy with which people on the
average assess their hearing in response to ques-
tioning.

5National Center for Health Statistics: Hewing levels of
adults. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series
11-No. 11. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Govern-
ment Frinting Office, Oct. 1965.

Table 8. Number of persons, mean differ-
ence of hearing levels 1 for each ear,
an~ standard deviation, by respondents’
rat?h-w of hearing ability for each ear:
c lini; sample –

Respondents’
rating for
each ear2

All cases4-

------ -----u----------
3-3----------
4-4----------
l-2--_--.----
2-1----------

------ -----
$-:----------

------- ----
i-:----------

1-3----------
3-1----------

------ -----
U---------

----- ------
:-L---------

hmber
of

?ersons

1,740

200
375
277

41

104
114
124
152

::

1;2
20
30

19
17

Mean
differ-
ence3 of
he:e:g

. . .

:::
-0.6
-1.5

-17.0
13.6

-;:.;

-24:3
25.8

-40.7
35.7

-41.4
43,7

-;5.;
.

Standard
devia-
tion

,..

10.0
10.9
13.2

9.6

18.6
15.5
16. >
17.2
15.2
21,9

24.9
22.9
29.6
30.7

26.3
23.0

lAri.thmetic average of hearing levels
(in decibels) at 500, 1000, and 2000 cycles
per second.

2 l=MY hearing is good; 2=1 have a
little trouble hearing; 3=1 have a lot of
trouble hearing; 4=1 am deaf. The first
number of each rating pair is for the
left ear; the second number is the ratin~
for the right ear (see figure 2).

3Heari,ng for right ear always sub-
tracted from that for left ear; therefore,
negative values mean that hearing loss in
the right ear is ,greater and vice versa
for positive values.

41.7 records were not included because
rating for one or both ears was missing.
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Table 9. Number of persons, mean better-ear average,l and standard deviation, by re-
spondents’ rating scale of each ear: clinic sample

Respondents’ rating scale

Total ---------------

Hearing is good -----------
Little trouble hearing----
Lot of trouble hearing----
Deaf ----------------------

Number
of

persons

21.746

402
635
581
128

Left ear

Mean
better-

ear Standard
average deviation

● ✎ ✎ .0.

17.2 15.4
35.5 16.5
55,6 18.5
89,4 16.1

Number
of

persons

31.745

446
663
523
113

Right ear

~-
Mean

better-
ear Standard

average deviation.

dec%els

17.4 13, 3
36.0 17.5
57.1 18.3
87.6 16.;+

lArithmetic average of hearing levels (in decibels) at 500, 1000, and 2000 cycle;
per second.

2Total for left ear excludes 11 cases for which rating was missing.
3Total for ri,ght ear excludes 12 cases

Relation of Scale Scores to
Better-Ear Averages

In the National Health Survey’s July 1962-
June 1963 Hearing Ability Study, there was some
evidence to indicate that persons whohad ahear-
ingimpairment in only one ear tended to respond
to the scale in terms of the impaired ear rather
than their overall hearing ability. Therefore, in
presenting the findings from that study, persons
with impaired hearing inonly oneearweretreated
separately and were not classified accordingto
their scale scores. In addition, itwas decidedto

considers normal all persons who responded to
the rating in each ear by checking “myhearingis
good’’ for both ears. The effect ofthese decisions
could not be tested atthattime.Itis now possible,
in some measure, to estimate the probableresult
ofthese decisions. Table 10 shows thebetter-ear
averages ofpersons by whether hearing loss was
reported in neither, one, or both ears.

The findings presented in table 10 indicate
that the earlier decisions were correct. Those
groups of persons who reported no impairment
in one or both ears and who were classified ac-
cording to a scale score indicating some degree
of hearing loss had mean better-ear averages

for which rating was missing.

considerably lower than were expected. Forth~
same given scale score, those persons withre-
ported hearinglos sin both earshad considerable
more severe average losses than did those with
impairment inone ear or with nohearingimpair--
ment.

When the information from both the scale and
the ratings for each ear are available, itmight be
thought that the precision of classification would
be greatly improved. Asshown intablell, how-
ever, with the exception ofweedingout thepersom;
with one or both ears reported asgood, this is no:
the case, Two factors intervene to affect there-
suit. First, the scale scores and the ratings o’
each ear areclosely related to eachother; hence
little reduction in error is obtained from theit
simultaneous use. Secondly, the matrix of scores
becomes so diffused (80 possible configurations;
that even the substantial sample in this phase doeE
not provide sufficient representation in many o]
the cells to reduce sampling errors to the point
that a trend, if one were present, would show up.
To reduce the confusion somewhat, the scale
scores from 5-8 were combined to form a single
category, leaving 50 possible combinations. Even
so, combining the two measures into a single score

18



Table 10, Number of persons, mean better-ear average in decibels, and standard deviat-
ion, by scale score according to degree of impairment: clinic sample

Degree of impairment

Total number of persons in clinic
sample - . . - - -- - - -.----------- . --- -- .-

Both ears good

Number of persons --------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels --------
Standard deviation -------------------------

One ear good, one impaired

Number of persons --------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels --------
Standard deviation -------------------------

Both ears impaired

Number of persons --------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels --------
Standard deviation -------------------------

does not yielda hierarchyofcorresponding audio-
metric measures similar to thosefor eitherofthe
measures alone.

Conclusions From Phase II

The clinic data generally tends to support
either the use of the hearing scale or the rating
of each ear as valid indications ofhearing ability
suitable for morbidity surveys. In addition, some
interesting modifying factorsnoted inthedevelop-
merit of the earlier scalel are reconfirmedbythe
results ofthisphase— the relations between age,
hearing aid use, and self-reports ofhearingabil-
ity.

When judging their hearing, respondents are
likely to use their age peers as the appropriate
reference group. The young man compares his
hearing to thatof other youngmen; theolder man,
tothat ofmen athis agelevel.Since hearing loss
becomes more prevalent with age, the older per-
son with a mild impairment may be unawareof
any defect; when
good, he may be

he responds that his hearingis
implying the added phrase “fov

Total

1,740

200
..0

..0

448
..*
,,.

1,092
.,,
.0,

1

424

148
10.2

8.8

198
12.6
10.5

23;!
14.5

Scale score

2

607

46
17.5
13,3

187
20.6
15,1

374
33.4
14,9

3

570

24.2
20,6

30::
18.6

505
45,0
15.6

4

82

3.;

31.:
1,4

65;;
16,8

5-8

57

loo.i

81?;
20.5

my age.” His loss is expected andaccepted be-
cause of his years. Thus, the hearing level as-
sociated with a givenscalescoretendstoincrease
as age increases.

The hearing aid user may have aproblemre-
sponding to questions about his hearing ability
because mishearing aid tends to distort theaudi-
tory pattern he receives (a necessary ciistortion
in most cases). Thus, his auditory environment
differs sufficiently from that of apersonwhodoes
not use an aid: this makes his responses some-
what less similar in referencepoint. Theconstant
user of a hearing aid, in particular, may findit
difficult to answer questions about his hearing
without an aid, becausehe stops attending to his
auditory surroundings once he removes the aid.
Inturn, this may account forthe factthat hetends
to rate his hearing better than a person with a
similar better-ear average who does not use an
aid. The hearing aid user doesnotknowhow much
hedoes not hear without the aid. Hence,the scale
scores of hearing aid users tend to differ from
the scale scoresof persons whodo notuse an aid.
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Table 11.
tion, by
sample

Number of persons, mean better-ear average in decibels, and standard
scale score and respondents v rating of hearing ability for each ear:

devia-
clinic

Scale score and respondents’ rating for each earl

AU cases-----------------------------------------

.. 1---------------------------------------------------

.-.---------------------------------------------------
--:------------"--------------------------------------.-4-----------------------------------------------------
!..2---------------------------------------------------

!-3---------------------------------------------------
!-4---------------------------------------------------
l-3---------------------------------------------------
I-4---------------------------------------------------
k-4---------------------------------------------------

-.( 1-------- -------- ---,----- -------- -------- ----.--- ---
.- --------- . . . . . . ..- ------------------ --------- ------

;.- --------- ---------- ------------------ --------- ------
4-- ---------------------------------------------------

!.2---------------------------------------------------

!-3---------------------------------------------------
!-4---------------------------------------------------
)-3---------------------------------------------------
l-4---------------------------------------------------
1-4---”-----------------------------------.-----------

-- 1--.-----------------.,------------------------------
:-2 --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------------
.-, ------------------ --------- --------- ---------------l-:---------------------------------------------------
!-2---------------------------------------------------

i-3--------------.------..-----.--------.--------------
l-4---------------------------------------------------
l-3---------------------------------------------------
p4 -------------------------------,--------------.-----
+-4---------------------------------------------------

L-l-------------------------.+-------------------------
1-2----------------------------------------.------------
L-3-----------“--””b---.-------------------------------
L-4---------------------------------------------......
2-2-----......................................--------

2-3,---------------------------------------------------
2-4---------------------------------------------------
)-3---,------------------------------------------------
3-4----------------------------------------------------
~-4---------------------------------------------------

L-l --------------------------- -.------- --------. ------
L-2----------------------------------------------------
L-3-,--------------------------------------------------
L-4-------------------------.----.---.-,-----------------
2-2---------------------------------------------------.

2-3---------------------------------------------------
2-4---------------------------------------------------
3-3------------------.--.-------”---------------------
3-4-------------------.-----m------.------------------
i-4---------------------------------------------------

Jumber
of

)ersons

1,725

147
112
67
19
51

18
4
3
1

46
84
90

1:’$

102

%
8

22
3:

118

147

%
32
5

1

i

;

;
38
19
10

;

:
14

i;

Mean
3etter-
ear

average

3ecRels

33.0

10.1
11.0
14*3
16,4
21.1

26.2
16.5
42.3
26.0

17.5
21,3
18,6
30.1
29,5

36.7
32,2
42.0
45.0

24.6
30.6
29.6
31.0
36,5

40.9
;;.;

53:1
81.8

3,0

32,;
30,0
52,2

65.8
39.5
62.7
67.5
80.0

-
100.0
41.7

65,0
65.0
64,0
90.0
93.1

kandard
Ieviation

22,4

8.7

1::2
13.0
13.5

15,6
10.6
7,3

13.1
14.3
13.2
25,5
14.7

13.5
14.0
13,3
11.0

18,4
20,7

l;:;
14.3

12,1
19.0
14.0
15.0
16.5

-
.

8,;

15.2
17.5
14.1
18.2
11,8

.

10.i

20,;
10,8
8,1

?\Thefirst n~ber isthe scale score with 5 representing scale sCOres of 5-8.~e next
two numbers are the retings of each ear. The combined rating was not available for
11 casea.
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Another important finding is that the groups
ranked by scale scores up to 5 are similarh7
ranked by their better-ear averages. It must
be granted that the better-ear average alone is not
sufficient as a measure of auditory impairment.
It is, however, a very useful, widely understood
summary statistic. Since the purpose of the scale
is to determine the prevalence of hearing impair-
ment in general terms and not to make diagnoses,
the overlaps between persons with different scale
scores and the different better - ear averages of
persons with the same scale score are not serious.

The rating of each ear separately likewise
appears to have considerable value as an indica-
tion of hearing level. Its simplicity of adminis-
tration belies the amount of information it yields.
First of all, it also shows the relationship with
age and hearing aid use which was noted pre-
viously, Second, combining the the two ratings
yields a 10-step scale, A person who says his
hearing is good in both ears (l-1) tends to have
better hearing than one who says his hearing is
}:ood in one ear and that he has a little difficulty
hearing with the other (1-2). The corresponding
l~ett~r-ear average hearing levels continue to

increase until a rating of 4-4 (deaf in both ears)
is reached. Equally interesting is the fact that as
reported differences in hearing ability between
ears increase, so also do the differences in audio-
logical thresholds. When both ears are reported
to be functioning equally well, there is no differ-
ence in audiological thresholds; but greater and
greater differences appear as the ratings deviate
from one to two to three steps apart.

Combining the scale scores and the rating of
each ear into a single measure does not seem
worthwhile, As discussed above, the two measures
am too highly interrelated to contribute much ad-
dit [Llnd Valid information when considered jointly.

PHASE Ill: THE FIELD TEST

The principal objective during this phase was
h) test the revised scale questions in the general
population following procedures that would be used
in an interview-type survey. The results of the
clinic study needed to be confirmed under condi-
tions as close as possible to those encountered in
the field. Accordingly, a survey resembling that

routinely conducted by the Health Interview Survey
was performed in the Philadelphia Standard Met-
ropolitan Statistical Area in 1966.

The questionnaire used in this survey was de-
signed to parallel, as far as possible, the changes
in format that are currently being used in the
Health Interview Survey. After pretesting several
versions of a questionnaire and through consulta-
tion with members of the Health Interview Survey
staff, the final version of the questionnaire used
in this study, shown in appendix III, was developed.

Twelve interviewers were selected from 30
applicants who had had from 2 to 10 years experi-
ence in household surveys. One prospective inter-
viewer dropped out during the training and one
interviewer resigned immediately after the train-
ing period ended. One of the remaining 10 inter-
viewers was selected to work in the office, to
conduct reinterviews, and to persuade persons to
come to the clinic for examinations, leaving nine
persons who did the interviewing.

The interviewers were trained by a staff
member familiar with the technique used by the
Bureau of the Census in training interviewers for
the Health Interview Survey. An interviewer’s
manual similar in style to that used in the Health
Interview Survey was developed for this study.
The training period included 5 days of classroom
training plus 1 day of practice interviews in the
field. All of the nine interviewers were observed
during the first 3 days of interviewing by members
of the Gallaudet College and the Health Interview
Statistics staff. After the first 3 days, they re-
turned for group and individual instructions to
correct errors noted by the observers,

The Sample

The sample for this survey was prepared by
National Analysts, Inc., of Philadelphia, according
to general specifications prepared by the principa 1
investigators. A description of the sampling plan
is given in appendix I\’. The sample segments were
listed by members of the staff.

The sample was designed to yield approxi-
mately 1,200 households that would be representa-
tive of the Philadelphia Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area. Actually. the sample prociucec!
1,132 households (table 12).
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Table 12. Number and percent distribution
of households, by eligibility status:
Philadelphia Hearing Scale Study, July
1966

Num- Per-
ber cent

Eligibility status of dis-
house- tribu-
holds tion

Total in sample----

w
Eligible for interview--- 1,084 95.8
Noneligible for
interview --------------- 48 4.2
Vacant ----------------- 4: 3.5
Nonhouseholdsl --------- 0.7

Total eligible -----

w
interviews completed -----

II
929 85.7

Noninterviews ------------ 155 14.3
Refusals --------------- 41 3.8
No one at home (re-

peated calls)--------- 114 10.5

lNonhouseholds inchxle demolished units
and places not intended asliving quarters.

Interviewing and Response Rates

The interviewing was conducted during the
period July 12-August 25, 1966. Eachinterviewer
was assigned completesegments, arrangedsothat
all interviewers worked in all types of urban and
suburban economic areas. Interviewers were in-
structedto make two additional calls when nore-
sponse was obtained on the first visit. Additional
callbacks were permitted when circumstances
warranted. Refusals and nonresponses werelater
grouped and reassigned tointerviewersother than
those who had made the original contacts atthese
households. As a result of these followup pro-
cedures, interviews were conducted in about86
percent of the eligible households (table 12).

Characteristics of the Sample

Table 13 shows the age, sex, andcolordis-
tribution of persons in interviewed households in
the Philadelphia Hearing Scale Study. Acompari-

son of the age and sex distributionof these per-
sons and population estimates derived from the
Health Interview Survey is shown in table ).4.
Inspection of the two distributions leaves theim-
pression that they are quite similar; absoluted[f-
ferences between the proportions inanyoftheage
categories donotexceed3 percen~. The apparent
agreement between the sample and the estimated
population for age and sex, lends confidence that
the sample drawn is sufficiently representative
for purposes of this study.

Of the 3,175 persons interviewed, 2,852 w~re
6 years of age and over. Since this study was ce-
signed for persons 6 years of age and over, lhe
remainder of this report will deal only with tl]is
population.

Screening for Hearing Impairment

Of the2,852 persons 6 years of ageandovx
in the sample, 180 persons were identified M
having a hearing impairment, byresponsetotle
following two screening questions: question l~a
“Does . . . have any trouble hearing with one,m
both ears? ’’and question 12b’’Can. . .hearwt’11
enough to hear a whisper from across a quiet
room?” (see appendix HI for questionnaire fot--
mat). The special hearing supplement tothequej-
tionnaire, whichincludedthe scale questions and
the rating of hearing ability, was administered to
these 180 persons. When related to thepopulatilm
of the Philadelphia SMSA, the 180 persons repr:-
sent a rate of 63.1 persons per 1,000 populati,m
with impaired hearing in one or both ears. Of the
180 persons, 156 were identified by a positive r.+
sponse to question 12a on the questionnaire. If
only these persons are considered, the rate of

impaired hearing in the Philadelphia SMSA is r,+
duced to 54.7 per 1,000 population. The latter rate
is quite similar to the estimate for the United
States of 56.7 per 1,000 persons 6 years and over.
This was produced by a similar screening clues-
tion in the July 1962-June 1963 Hearing Ability
Study (unpublished data). The refraining 24 pe:-
sons with hearing impairment identified by neg/i -
tive responses to question 12b probably would n~t
have been identified as having hearing loss in the
July 1962-June 1963 Survey.
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Table 13. Number of persons in interviewed households. by aze. color. and sex:
Philadelphia Hearing Scale Study,Julj 19k6 - -

.

Color
and
sex

All persons

Total--

Male ---------
Female -------

White

Total--

Male ---------
Female -------

Nonwhite

Total--

Male ---------
Female -------

Total,
all u;;= 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80+

ages years years years years years years years years years

3.175

1,468
1,707

2,763

1,282
1,481

412

186
226

599

286
313

516

244
272

83

42
41

Number of persons

639 318 385 443 413 213 119 46

304 140 173 207 196 104 45
335 178 212 236 217 109 74 R

567 261 336 382 359 195 105 42

271 117 155 177 172 94 41 11
296 144 181 205 187 101 64 31

72 57 49 61 54 18 14 4

33 23 18 30 24 10 2
39 34 31 31 30 8 1: 2

AUDIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS
AND SCALE SCORES

Response Rates for Audiological Examinations

In addition to the 180 hearing-impaired per-
sons identified by responsesto questions 12a and
12b, an additiona1234 nonimpaired persons were
sekctedfor clinical examination according tothe
following procedure: all persons aged 18-64
years, reported as not having a hearing impair-
ment, were Iisted consecutivelyon a schedule as
they were interviewed; in a separate columnof
the schedule, nonimpaired persons 65-79yearsof
age were listed. Through the use of a tableof
random numbers, 1 in 10ofthe persons aged18-
64 and lin30fthe persons aged 65-79 werese-
lected for the subsample, This sampling proce-
dureproduced 234 persons.

Of the 180 persons with impaired hearing,
1410r78 percent received audiological examina-
tions, and of the 234 nonimpaired persons in the
subsample 181 or 77percentwereexamined (table
15). While it appearsfromthesedatathatapproxi-

mately the same proportion of persons in both
groups were given audiological examinations, it
should be noted that it was necessaryto examine
a high& proportion ofthe persons inthenonim-
paired sample at home (see “Field Audiometry”).
It should also be noted that the sample of nonim-
paired persons contained smaller proportion of
persons 65-79 years of age(25percent) compared
with the impaired group (29 percent) who were
tested. Since persons in this age group aregen-
erally less willing and less able to participate in
this type of survey, more effort was required to
obtain participation in the audiological examina-
tion, especially from persons who believed that
their hearing was good.

Field Audiometry

Because so many persons who were asked
either refused or could not come to the clinic for
an audiological examination, an interviewer-audi-
ologist team was sent to them. The audiologist
used a portable Zenith audiometer to get the hear-
ing levels of the respondents and a sound-pres-
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Table 14. Number and percent distribution of persons in interviewed households and in
general population, by age according to sex: Philadelphia Hearing Scale Study and
population estimates from the Health Interview Survey, Philadelphia SMSA, July 1966

Sex and age

Both sexes

All ages-----------------------------------

Under 6 years--------------------------------

6 years and over-----------------------------
6-16 years---------------------------------------
17-44 years--------------------------------------
45-64 years--------------------------------------
65 years and over--------------------------------

-

All ages------..-----------------------------

Under 6 years--------------------------------

6 years and over-----------------------------
6-16 years---------------------------------------
17-44 years--------------------------------------
45-64 years--------------------------------------
65 years and over--------------------------------

Female

All ages-----------------------------------

Under 6 years--------------------------------

6 years and over-------------------------------
6-16 years---------------------------------------
17-44 years---------------------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------------------
65 years and over---------------------------------

=
I

I

Persons in Population

interviewed estimates from

households Health Interview
Survey

Percent Number Percenc
Number distri- “ distri-

bution tho~ands bution

3,175

323

2,852
729

1,152
702
269

1,468

149

1,;;;

532
324
114

1,707

174

1,533
380
620
378
155

100.0

10.2

89.8
23.0
36.3
22.1
8.5

100.0

10.1

89.9
23.8
36.2
22.1
7.8

100.0

10.2

89.8
22.3
36.3
22.1
9.1

4,640

521

. . .
985

1,689
971
475

2,231

266

. . .
477
846
453
190

2,408

254

. . .
508
843
518
285

100, i)—.—.

11.2

.,.
21,2
36.%
20,;
10.2

100.0

11.9

,*.
21.$
37.9
20,3
8.5

100,0

10.5

,..
21,1
35.0
21,5
11.8

—.

lphiladelphia Hearing Scale Study.
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Table 15. Number and percent distribution
of persons scheduled for audiological
examinations, by examination statu; ac-
cording to hearing loss: Philadelphia
Hearing Scale Study, July 1966

Hearing loss and
examination status

Persons reporting
hearinp 10ss in

interview

Total persons
scheduled -------

Examined in climtc -----
Examined in home -------
Not examined -----------

Persons not reporting
10SST

-~rview

Total persons
scheduled -------

Examined in clinic----E-
xamined in home -------
Not examLned -----------

Number Percent
of distri-

persons bution

=4=180 100.0

60.0
L8.3
21.7

100.0

118 50.4
63 26.9
53 22.6

sure meter to monitor the noise level of the sur-
roundings, Whenever the noise Ievel exceededan
APL of 50 dB’s on the “C” scale, testing was
suspended. Otherwise, the audiologist used his
judgment as to whether environmental conditions
would permita satisfactorymeasurement ofhear-
ing.

Sixty cases who had been tested in the clinic
were retested in the field to determine the com-
parability of measurements under thetwocondi-
tions. The results, yielded acorrelation coeffi-
cient of 0.899 between pure-tone, better-ear
averages obtained in the clinic and in the field.
The high degree of comparability ledtothe de-
cision to use the better-ear average from the
field test in cases where clinical tests were not
obtained,

While the justification forthisdecision seems
firmly established by the sizable correlation be-
tween measures, it should be pointed out that the

fieldtests yielded aconsistentlyhigher better-ear
average than the clinic tests—-a mean difference
of 4.4 decibels. Therefore when using the field
tes~as acriteriaiorthescale, thereis arisk that
6@ofthe156 persons screenedoutbyquestion 12a
below the cutting point maybe inaccurately clas-
sified as having a hearing impairment, whereas
the more accurate clinic assessment would have
shown their hearing to be within normal limits in
agreement with the scale score.

Validity of Screening Questions

Table 16 gives the audiometric findings for
those who were initially identified by responses
to either question 12a or 12b as having a hearing
impairment. If losses less than 25 dB’s in the
better ear areconsidered nonhandicapping, s then
600f the 156persons screened out byquestion 12a

and 12 of the 24 persons screened byquestion 12b
did not in fact have significant hearing losses.
Further examination of these 72 cases revealed
that 30 persons had a loss in excessof 25 dB’s in
the other (worse) ear. Since the screening ques-
tions were designed to identify persons withhear-
ing loss in either one or bothears, those 30 cases
were properly classified. However, theremaining
42 cases—33.9 percent of 124 cases for which au-
diological information was available—would be
misclassified according to the criterion estab-
lished. Of the 108 cases which were screened out
by question 12a, and for which audiologicalinfor-
mation was available, 35 cases or 32.4 percent
were misclassified, i.e., the average hearing loss
was less than the 26 dB’s in both ears. Of the 16
cases screened out by question 12b for which au-
diological information was available, 7 cases or
43.8 percent were misclassified for the same
reason.

Of the 124 persons with impaired hearing who
were screened out by questions 12a and 12b and
who were examined audiologically, 52 cases or
42 percent had a better-ear average loss of 26
dB’s or greater (table 16). Since this screening
procedure was designed to elicit impairment in
one or both ears while the criterion used to define
the true positives was the better-ear averages,
these findings indicate that those
tions were relatively efficient.

screening ques-
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Table 16. Number of persons with impaired hearing, by scale-score and mean better-ear
average in decibels: Philadelphia Hearing Scale Study, July 1966

Mean better-ear average
in decibels

Identified by positive
response to question
12a~------------------

Under 25 dB------------------
25-39 dB---------------------
40-99 dB---------------------
No audiological examination--

Identified by negative
response to question
12b3 -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Under 25 dB------------------
25-39 dB---------------------
40-99 dB---------------------
No audiological examination--

Total
persons

156

60
25

::

24

12
3
1
8

Scale scorel

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ‘n-
known

Number of persons

46

26
5

1$

4

71

30
15

2;

13

8
3

i

28 3

i
1

1
-

1

1

1

4

i
2

2

i

3

lNumbers under scale scores 1-8 indicate the first’’vesf! answers to scale items shown
in figwre 1.

,.—

2Questi.on 12a. “Does . ..have any trouble hearing with one or both ears?”

3Question 12b. “Can . ..hear well enoughto hear a whisper from across a quiet room?”

However, the other question to reconsidered
in the validationof this screening isthemagnitude
of the false negatives. That is, how manypersons
with a hearing impairment, as defined by this
criteria, were not picked up by these questions.
As shown in table 17, 0fthe151 persons who did
not indicate a hearing loss and for whom audio-
logical inforrnatio nwasobtained, 160r10.5 per-
cent didin fact have abetter-ear average loss of
260rmoredB’s.

Because ofthe nonresponse rate intheorigi-
nal interview and the large number of selected
persons for whom audiological information was
not obtained, only limited inferences can bemade
to the general population. However, if suchinfer-
ences areto be made, it is necessaryto consider
the unequal weighting of the sample selected for
audiometric examinations. As shown in table 17,

of the 16 persons who werenotreportedas having
a hearing impairment but who had a better-ear
average loss of greater than 26dB’s, 13 or 81.3
percent were 65 years of age andover. Aspre-
viously described, the procedure forselectingthe
sample for audiological examinations from the
persons who were reported to have no hearing
loss, was a sampling rate of lin10 for persons
under 65 years of age and 1 in3 for persons 65
years and over. Therefore, the sample has adis-
proportionately higher number ofpersons inthe
older age group. When this sample isadjustedfor
age, using the estimated 1966 Philadelphia SMSA
as the standard population, the resultingexpected
proportion offals e negativeswould be7.2percent.

Since even this age-adjusted proportion con-
siderably exceeds the proportion ofthepopulation
that had hearing impairment and reporteditinthe
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Table 17. Number of persons with no hearing loss reported, by mean better-ear average
in decibels, type of respondent, and age: Philadelphia Hearing Scale Study, July 1966

Type of respondent and age

Both types

All ages, 18+ years --------------------------

18-39
40-54
55-64

years ----------------------------------------
years -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
years - ---- -- .- - -- -- --- -- - - --- ---- - - - - - -- - - - --

65 yea~s and over -------- -------- -------- -------- --

Self-respondents

All ages, 18+ years --------------------------

18-39 years ----------------------------------------
40-54 years -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
55-64 years --------- --------- --------- --------- ----
65 years and over ----------------------------------

Proxy respondents

All ages, 18-I- years --------------------------

18-39 years ----------------------------------------
40-54 years - - --- -- ---- - -- - -- ---- -- ----- ----- -- -----
55-64 years -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
65 years and over -- --- - - -- -- . - - -- -- --- -- - -- -- - -- - --

~Excludes 30 cases for whom audiological

interview (true positive), itis necessary toques-
tionthe screening device or the criteria used for
validation. As discussed in the clinical phaseof
this study, age does appear to be a major factor
in rating a person’s ability to hear. As shownin
table 17, of the 111 persons under 65 yearsof
age who were reported in the interviewtohaveno
hearing loss, only 2.7 percent didinfact havea
better-ear average loss of 26 ormoredB’s, as
compared with 32.5 percent for the group over 65
years of age. These findings again indicate that
thereis atendency for elderly persons to under-
rate their degree of hearing loss in an interview
situation. It might be argued that these self-rat-
ings couldbe a more meaningful measurement of
impairment than the audiometric criteria used.

II

Totall

Mean better-ear average

Under 26 26 decibels
decibels and over

II L

Number of persons

151

27
25

2!

66

135

3
14
27

75

27
24

6
18

60

29
14

8
9

information was not available

16

i

13

10

6

The norms for such measures as height, weight,
I.Q., and strength would be quite meaninglessif
the age factor was not considered. Therefore, it
may be necessary to develop different screening
questionsand/or criteria for specific agegroups.

It is apparent from table 17 that the self-
respondents correctly reported no hearing loss
(less than 26dB’s) in 750utof 85instances (88
percent), while the proxy-respondents correctly
reported no hearing loss 60 out of66times (91
percent). Although these different proportions of
correct judgments are notstatistically significant,
it is interestingto note their direction. The per-
son who rates his own hearing is not necessarily
a better judge ofhis hearing ability than the per-
son he communicates with,
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Relation of the Scale
Better-Ear Averages

Scores to in table18,theaveragehearinglevelfora scale
scoreof1 is13.2dB’s.Beyondascaleof3,there
were onlyeightcases,toofewfordrawingvalid ~

As demonstratedin the reportof Phase II, conclusions.
thereisa regularincreaseinbetter-earaverages Age had beennotedas a factorintheearliz
as the scalescoresincrease.The same thingis study,and here again.thereisa progressionof
foundin the householdinterviewdata.As shown hearinglevelswithage as seenintable18.F,>r

Table 18. Number of persons,mean better-ear average,1 and standard deviation, by seale
score and age group: Philadelphia Hearing Scale Study, J~..IlY1966

Age group

All ages, 18+ years

Number of persons--------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels--------
Standard deviation-------------------------

18-39 years

Number of persons--------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels--------
Standard deviation-------------------------

40-54 years

Number of persons--------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels--------
Standard deviation-------------------------

55-64 years

Number of persons--------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels--------
Standard deviation-------------------------

65-74 years

Number of persons--------------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels--------
Standard deviation-------------------------

75+ years

Number of persons---=----------------------
Mean better-ear average in decibels--------
Standard deviation-------------------------

Totals

256
...
...

73
...
...

66
...
.,.

40
...
...

59
...
...

18
...
...

Scale score:

1

146
13.2
10.1

58

;:;

12?;
8.9

13;:
7.4

21%
11.5

7
28.0
6.8

2

80
19.5
12.2

13
10.0
6.5

24
17,8
11.4

18;$
8.6

24?;
13.8

33.2
5.4

3

44?:
16.6

32.;

40.;
15.5

41,;
19.0

;:.;
.

42.;
7.9

4

41.$
16.7

41.;
19.3

40.:

—.

5-8

64.$
22,7

1
37,0

99.;

61.;

——

lArithmetic average of hearing levels (in decibels) at 500, 1000, and 2000 cyclts
per second.

‘Score indicates number of first question to which respondent answered “yes.” SEe
figure 1 for questions used in the scale.

3A11 respondents for whom data on the scale score were available.
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example, those having a scale score of 1 have a
corresponding better-ear average of 7.7 decibels
for the 18-3%year age group, 12.7 for 40-54
years, 13.6 for55-64 years, 21.8for65-74years,
and 28.0 for the group 75years of age and over.
As discussed under validation of the screening
question, younger persons apparently rate their
hearing less generously than do their elders with
similar hearing levels, Respondents tendtoimply
the qualification “for my age” when describing
the~r hearing ability.

Rating of Each Ear

The combined rating of hearing ability in each
ear also provides an excellent indication of hear-
ing ability (table 19). The smaller number of cases
in the field test, of course, does not produce the
smooth progression of better-ear averages pro-
vided by the clinic test in table 7. They are, how-
ever, similar in magnitude where sufficient cases
are available. The average differences in hearing
levels between the two ears, like those shown in
table 8, increase as the ratings in the two ears
differ; but, again, the smaller sample shown in
table 20 does not yield the regularity of the re-
lationship shown in table 20 noted for the clinic
sample.

Relationship of the Scale and the Rating

in Each Ear

In the clinical phase of this study, there was
evidence to indicate that persons who were rated
as having a hearing impairment in only one ear
tended to respond to the scale in terms of their
impaired ear rather than their overall hearing
ability, Table 21 compares the mean better-ear
avertiges for those persons who were rated as
having some difficulty with hearing in both ears
with the mean better-ear averages for persons
who were rated as having no trouble in either one
cm both ears. The analysis for these findings is
again limited because of the magnitude of the
numbers involved. The mean better-ear averages
~wcorcling to scale, for those persons reported to
halve difficulty in hearing for both ears, are lower
than those for the similar group in the clinic pop-
ulation (table 10), However, the audiometric
measures for this group are higher and closer to

Table 19. Number of persons, mean better-
ear average,l and standard deviation,
by respondents’ rating of hearing ability
for each ear :Philadelphia HearinE Scale
Study, July 1966

Respondents’
rating for
each ear~

1-1----------
1-2----------

----- ------
L:----------

2-2----------
2-3----------
2-4___---_---

3-3----------
3-4----------

4-4------_---

Number
of

per-
sonss

123
.53
10
4

33
12

1

6
5

1

Mean
better-

ear
average.

dec~els

11.4
17.7
26.4
20.3

23.4
35.8

55.3
58.6

Standard
devia-
tion

1%:
16.5
13.1

12.9
15.9

19.4
11.7

lArithmetic average of hearing levels
(in decibels) at 500,1000, and 2000 cycles
per second.

21= My hearing is good; 2= I have a
little trouble hearing;3= I have a lot of
trouble hearing; 4= I am deaf.

3A11 respondents for whom rating of
each ear and audio logical information was
available.

those expected for a given scale score than the
measures obtained for those persons who were
rated as having at least one good ear. Combining
the scale scores and actual ratings of each ear
seemed no more successful for the Philadelphia
sample than for the clinic sample. One major
difficulty, as seen in table 22, is that there are
too few cases to meaningfully account for the
number of possible combinations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

For purposes of derivinggroup statisticson

hearing abilityby interview,both the revised

hearing scale and the ratingof each ear appear

to be useful.Both measures correlatesatisfacto-

rilywithaudiometrictestresults,and bothmeas-

ures seem to be relativelyefficientin that the
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Table 20. Number of persons, mean differ-
ences in hearing levelsl for each ear?
and standard deviation, by respondents
rating of hearing ability for each ear:
El&;adelphia Hearing Scale Study, July

Respondents’
rating for
each ear~

All cases--

1-1----------
- ----------k-------

4-4----------
- ----------

LL------
2-3----------
3-2----------
- ..........

&--------
. .........-

L?----------
- ----------

LL---------
. ----------

L:----------

Number
of
per-
sons

248

Mean dif-
fgery=: of

Flevels

. . .

-:::
3.5
0.5

-4.4

-1::;

-6?:;
28.0

-15.7
33.6

18.;

-35.0
1.5

Table 21, Number of persons and mean
better-ear average in decibels,by self-
rating and scale score: Philadelphia%
Hearing Scale Study, July 1966

Stand-
ard
devi-
ation

Self-rating and
scale score

. . .

6.1
7.7
8.5
0.5

10.1
15.8
10.5
3.5

2.;

3;:;

5.4
6.5

lArithmetic average of hearing levels
(in decibels) at 500, 1000, and 2000
cycles per second.

21= My hearing is good; 2=1 have a
little trouble hearing;3= I have a lot of
trouble hearing; 4= I am deaf. The first
number of each rating pair is for the
left ear; the second number in the rating
is for the right ear.

3Hearing for right ear always sub-
tracted from that for left ear; there-
fore, negative values mean that hearin~
loss in the right ear is greater
vice versa for positive values.

small amount of time requiredto administer

eitherreturnsa substantialamount ofvalidin-
formation. However, bothage and hearingaid
use should be consideredin order to make

optimaluse ofthescalescores.

Ifforcedtochoosebetweenthemeasures,the
authorswouldselecttheratingofeachear.Ithas
an advantageover the scalein thatityieldsan
estimateof thehearingabilityoftheworse ear

HEARING IMPAIRMENT IN
BOTH EARS

Total-----------

Scale score

1-- -- --- - - -- -- - ---- --- .
2----------------------
----------------------

:----------------------
5-8--------------------

ONE OR BOTH EARS
RATED AS GOOD

Total------------

Scale score

------------ --------- .
;----------------------

--- ----- -- ---- - --- -- -
:----------------------
5-8--------------------

lumber
of

~ersons

47

138
44
6
2

=

Mean
better-
ear

average

decfiels

31.2
=

21.7 I

26.6
43.1

64,?

15 0
=

12.6
18,6
37,7
29.0

when the betterear is normal or nearnormal.
The ratingof each ear alsois simplertot.d-

minister,easier to comprehend, and possioly
offersmore “facevalidity,”i.e.,amoreimmeii-
atelyapparentrelationshipto what isbeing:s-
sessed.Even takenseparately,the ratings‘or

each earrelatefairlywelltoaudiometricme:.s-
ures.Itiswhen theyare combined,however,tl]at
the ratingsfor eachearhavegreatervalidityin

terms of predictingbetter-earaveragethresh-

olds.
While furtherinvestigationwould bedeskr-

able,the studyalsopointsoutthepossibilit~of
validatinghearingimpairmentsreportedinintlx-

views by the use of portableaudiometersinthe
field.
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Table 22. Number of persons, mean better-ear average in decibels, and standard
tion, by scale score and respondents’ rating of hearing ability for each ear:
delphia Hearing Scale Study, July 1966

Scale score and respondents’ rating for each earl

1

2
2

;
2
2
2
2
2
3

:
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5
5

;
5
5

1-1 .- - ---- - -- - -- - -- . -- - - ----- . -- - -- - - - - --------- - --- - .
1-2--------------------------------------------------.
l-3---------------------------------------------------
- .---------------------------------------------------.

;-;-----------------.--.------------------------------.
- ------------------------------------.--------------.

:-:---------------------------------------------------
- ---------------------------------------------------

:-:---------------------------------------------------
4-4---------------------------------------------------
1-1---------------------------------------------------
1-2.------------.-----.-------------------------------
l-3---------------------------------------------------
. -.--.--.-------------------------------------------

;-;---------------------------------------------------
2-3---------------------------------------------------
2-4---------------------------------------------------
3-3---------------------------------------------------
. ---..---------------.------------------------------.

:-:---------------------------------------------------
1-1
l-2:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1-3------.--------------------------------------------
- ---.---------------------.-------------------------

;-$.-.-..-----------------------------------------------
2-3---------------------------------------------------
2-4---------------------------------------------------
3-3------.---------------..----------------------------
- ---------------------------------------------------

:-?---------------------------------------------------
- -,.-.---------------------..-------------------------

U ---------------------------------------------------
- ----------------------------------------------------

:-:---------------------------------------------------
- ------------.,--------------------------------------

;-:---------------------------------------------------
2-4---------------------------------------------------
3-3-"-"-"----------------"----------------------------
3-4---------------------------------------------------
4-4---------------------------------------------------
1-1--------------------------------------.------------
1-2---------------------------------------------------
1-3----------------------------------------------------
l-4---------------------------------------------------
2-2---------------------------------------------------
2-3---------------------------------------------------
2-4---------------------------------------------------
3-3---------------------------------------------------
3-4---------------------------------------------------
4-4---------------------------------------------------

Number
of

persons

107
24

:
9
1

13
26
4
1

20
4

1

1
1
1
3

2

1

1

..
1
1

Mean
better-
ear

average.

dec%els

11.7
15.3
15.7
20.8
21.0
28.0

14.5
18.7
31.8
20.0
24.2
32.5

52.0

36.5
38.3

25.7
33.0
40.0
80.0
52.7

29.0

67.0

28

67
99

devia-
Phila-

Standard
deviation

;:?
14.3
12.6
9.3

13.0
10.5
23.7

14.6
18.9

13.5
14.2

11.2

11.8

9.0

lThe first number is the scale score, with 5 representing scale scores of 5-8. The
next two numbers are the ratings of each ear.
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APPENDIX I

wAsHINmoN HEARING SURVEY (cLINIc PIiAsE)

YOUR NAME ....... ........................... ...... .............. ......... . ..... ....... ... .................... ...... ... ....... ..............................-
(PLEASE PRINT)

40, Have you ever used a hearing aid for one or more days?

No ❑ Yes, use one now ❑ Yes, but do not use now ❑

Please indicate how well you can hear by checking one of the statements below for each ear. If you use a hearing aid,
please indicate how you hear ~thout your hearing aid.

41. LEFT EAR 42. RIGHT EAR .

Check one Check one

My hearing is good •1 My hearing is good •1

I have a little trouble hearing n I have a little trouble hearing ❑

I have a lot of trouble hearing ❑ I have a lot of trouble hearing H

I am deaf ❑ I am deaf ❑

Please answer the next questions the way you usually hear with both ears. If you use a hearing aid, please answer the

way you hear without a hearing aid.

YEs NO

43. Can you usually hear and understand what a person says without seeing his
face if he whispers to you from across a quiet room?

44. Can you usually hear and understand what a person says without seeing his
face if he tafks in a normrd voice to you from across a quiet room?

45. Can you usually hear and understand what a person says without seeing his
face if he shouts to you from across a quiet room? I I I

46. Can you usually hear and understand a person if he speaks loudly into your
better ear? I I I

47. Can you usually tell the sound of speech from other sounds and noises? Ill
48. Can you usually tell one kind of noise from another? Ill
49. Can you hear loud noises?

I
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CLINICAL DATA
Clinic Number .... ................... Patient number -....–-.–-...–-_

Bitihdate ........................................................... .....- Age.....–__–-.– Sex mde tJ
MoNTH DAY YEAR female ❑

AIR CONDUCTION

LEFT EAR RIGHT EAR

500 ............ ... 500 ........ .. ....

1000 .... ........... 1000 ................

2000 .-– ........... 2000 -__._...

Better-ear average ................

SPEECH RECEPTION THRESHOLD

Left Ear ........ ... ... Right Ear .... ...........

DISCRIMINATION SCORE

Left Ear ..-....-...-.% Right Ear .__..-.._._%

HEARING AID: ............................ ....... ...................................................... ........................ ... ... ............................-

.. ... ....... ... ... .. .... ....... .. ...... ............................ .. ..... . . ........... .............- .... ........ .................... ...................

................................................................. .................. . . .. .. ......................... .. ..............................................._

DIAGNOSIS: ...... ...... .... .. .. .... . . .. . .. . .. ... ... . . . .. ..... ...... ...... ................................................. .. ... ... . ..._

...... ..................... . ........... ... ........ .. ... ... .............. . . ..... ..... ... .. ....................- ...........—.-.......—.._.—___

...... ....................... .. . ......................................... .. . . . . ... ... .......... ........... ........ ..... .............................._

COMMENTS: ............................................................................................... ....... ...................................................._

....... ............... . ... ...... ....... ........... ... ....... ....... . . . . ....... ........... ... .......... ... .. ....... ....................-

...................................................... ..... .. ....--...---.—.——..-—. - .....—..—.—..... ... ..................—.———.—.—..—.—..——.——.

...........................................----------------------------------------.....-.— .—----------------------.......................................................—__—

Compiled by ...... ...... ..._ ——. —. —.--—____.-
1

1
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APPENDIX II

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE WASHINGTON HEARING SCALE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

The HearingScale shouldbe administeredto all patients17 years of age
and overwho are able to respondfor themselves.

Sincethe designfor samplingcallsfor an ongoingsample,it is essential
that everypatientthat meets the abovequalificationsbe administeredthe
HearingScaleor, if this can not be done,a notationbe providedgiving
the reasonwhy the scalewas not administered.Thus, in the casesof simple
oversightor the refusalon the part of the pa$ientto cooperate,a brief
note describingthe circumstancesshouldbe provided..

‘1.heHearingScale shouldbe atbninisteredprior to audiometrictesting.

Instructionsto the patientshouldbe as follows:

Pleaseanswerthesequestionsaboutyour
hearingby checkingthe answerswhich apply.
When you have smwered all of the questions,
pleasereturnthe formto this desk.

In almostall instancesthe above instructionsare sufficient. However,
if the patientrequestsfurtherinformationas to why he is being asked
to answerquestions,a statementlike the followingshouldbe given:

Thesequestionsare part of a nationalstudyin
which this clinicis cooperating.Your answers
will providevaluableinformationabouthearing
impairment.

When the patientbrings the form back to ~he desk, see that all ques-
tionshave been emswered. If smy have been leftblank,ask the patient
to completethem. Try to get a responseto every question,but without
suggestinga specificsmwer. Shouldthe patientrefuseto respond
*O or indicateinabilityto completeone or more questions,recordthe
reasongivennext to each blank question.

For each completedquestionnaire,providethe clinicinformation
requested.

At the end of each day mail the completedforms to:

Officeof PsychologicalResearch
GallaudetCollege
Washington,D. C. 20002
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Notes on Providing the Clinic Information

1. Clinic Number. Your clinic number is .

2. Patient Number. Consecutive numbers should be assigned to
each patient beginning with number 1. Aside from its being
used to identi~ the patient from the IBM card, the number
serves the purpose of alerting the office to missing forms.
When questionnaires are received from your clinic, a gap
in the numbers will immediately aler+ us to the possibility
that 8 form has been lost. Thus, i~ we have received records
for pa~ients numbers 1 through 16 and the next mail brings
us records for patients 21 to 35, we will undoubtedly call
you to find out where the records are for patients 17 through
20.

3. Birthdate. We asked for both the birthdate and age so that
an error in one or the other can be detected. In the event
your clinic does not routinely obtain birthrates, simply
enter the age to the nearest birthday.

4. Sex. Please be sure that either male or female is checked
= each patient. The use of names to determine sex is
difficult and often misleading.

5. Air Conduction Thresholds. Please enter the threshold for
each ear at each of the indicated frequencies. The better-
ear average to be used here is the lower average threshold
for either ear. Please do not use the better binaural or
other average. For any frequency that cannot be tested
because the threshold is beyond the limits of the audiometer,
substitute a value of 1.10dB.

6. Speech Reception Threshold. Please enter the threshold for
each ear.

7. Discrimination Score. Please enter the percent correct. In
the event that the method used to determine the discrimination
score varies from that which you indicated was standard,
please note this fact in the margin next to the discrimination
score for the right ear.

8. Hearing Aid. The Purpose of this section is to provide us
with assurance that the patient!s response on the opposite
page is correct, insofar as you are able to determine. If
you leave this space blank, we will understand that the
patient’s answer is correct to the best of your knowledge.
To correct a mistaken response, please write in this space
the correct fact: “Patient never used a hearing aid,”
“Patient did use a hearing aid, but does not use one now,”
or “Patient now uses a hearing aid.”
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9.

10.

u.

Diagnosis. In the s?aceprovidedpleaseindicateif thereis something
aboutthe patient’shearingwhich is outsidethe ordinary. For exsmple,
any patientstiferingendolymphatichydrops (orMeniere’sdisease)or
otherevidenceof intemnittenthearingloss shouldbe noted. Otherex-
amplesaxe casesof inorganicor psychogenichearingloss or malingering
or whateverterm you preferto indicatea hearinglosswhich has no apparent
anatomicalor physiologicalbasis. Particularly,patientswho are being
seenbecauseof their involvementin a law suit shouldhave a notation
to that effectin this space.

Comments. This sectionis reservedfor your remarksaboutthe reliability
of the audiometric.”examinations.If you have any reasonto doubt the
reliabilityof the e.ud~ologicals,please stateyour reservationsin this
space. Uncooperativenessor otherpeculiarityon the part of the patient
or difficultieswith equipmentand similarconditionsshouldbe reportea
here.

Signsture Line. The purposeof requestingthat the recordbe signedby
the person completingit is to save time irithe event a questionabout
the form arises. It will be far easierfor you to resolvesuch questions
if you know who providedthe informationinitially.

In the event that problemsoccur that are not coveredin the above
instructions,please call COLLECTto LINCOLN3-9515,Extension327. It
is importantthat all casesbe hmdled unifornikvso that the data from
the v&ious clinicscan justifiablybepooled.“Your
unusualsituationswill, %herefore,be most welcome.

000

questionsabout
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4PPENDIX Ill. QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN PHILADELPHIA HEARING SCALE STUDY

NOTICE-M information which would pwmlt Identification of the individ.ol will b. held in strid contid.nce,
will b. used only by persons engaged in ond for !h. purposes of the survey, rmd will not be disd.a,ed O,

WDGE7 LLREAU )40. 62.6.522

r.1.ased to others for any purposes.
APPRGVAL CXPIR:S JUNE 30, 1?(,7

Form—Gl U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
1. Questionnaire

HEALTH SURVEY
....................................

of .. . .........................
In cooperation with GaHaudet College Questionnaires

2. Address: 3. Identification

Number: .............................................. ...................................Apt. No....................

Street :...........................................................................Phone ...................................

City and State: .......................... ...............................................Zip Code ....................

4. RECORDOF CALLSAT HOUSEHOLD

CALL NUMBER

1 2 3 4

Date:

Time:
A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M.

Result: Date: Date: Date: Date:

No Answer—Try On: T]me: Time: Time: Time:

A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. p.M.

Partial Interview

Complete Interview

Non-Interview*

*If Non-Interview, Record Rerron Below (Item 5)

Note Space for Callback Information

5. REASON FOR NON-INTERVIEW

Type: A B z

Reason Reoson Reason

❑ No One At Home ❑ Vacant Interview Not Obtained for

❑ Temporarily Absent Will Q Demolished
Person(s) Number(s)

Return ....-.. .__.....-. _- .......----- ❑ Non-Residential Property --------- ”-----

❑ Refused (Explain Below) ❑ No Such Street Because:

........-..-.- .........A.-.-.---... ......... ... ❑ No Such Number .......—.-—.—.-— ......—--------------------

..-...........--. -.-........---.-... —--------- (Give 2 Closest Nos.) --_—-—. —-—.. ---.----- ..-.. -. —-

. ................ ............................ .... --.--.- .....—.—-—... -.—-.---—--— —.- —.-——— ———-.—-. -- ———————

...........-. --. -.......--. -—---——---------------.---—————-——. -—---- -.....—.--——..—. —-. --.--—..—.-

Space for Additional Non-Inter’view Information

—-, —-— .. —- . --,, .._ ——
6, lrttcrwewcr Signature

.—-.-. ———
7. Intcrvicwcr Code No.
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1. Time Interview Started ........... A.M. ........... P.M. Interview Interrupted-Time: .—..-.A.M. __—.._M,M, Reason: ................. .-

2. (a) What is the name of the head of this household:
—

PERSON 01 PERSON 02

(b) What are the names of all other persons who live here? (List in the
LAST NAME,

—
LAST NAME:

following order; spouse of head, their unmarried children in order of
birth, married children asid their families, other relatives, others.) FIRST NAME:

—
FIRST NAME:

(c) Is there anyone else who usually lives here, but is temporarily away?
—

3. How is ............................ related to .-.....-....._.... ...(head of household)? RELATIoNSHIP IRELATIONSHIP

H,ad

4. How old was .............................. .... .... on his last birthday? (Also mark
Race and Sex. )

AGE RACE ❑ Whlto SEX AGE RACE /J Whit- SEX

❑ Negro ❑ M ❑ N,g,o ❑ M

❑ Oth.r Ig F ❑ Oth,r f_J F

5. If 17 years old or over, ask: I ❑ u.~.,,❑ Nev.rmcmri.cl I ❑ hf.17 •l N.v.rrmrdm’

Is ........................ now married, widow,ed, divorced, separated, or never
married? (Mark one box for each person. )

If persons under 17 are or have been married mark the “Und. IT box

❑ Married ❑ Oi..arced ❑ Morri.d ❑ Divorced

❑ Widowed ❑ Separated ❑ Widowed ❑ Smpm.tod

and give marital status in a footnote. I 1

In asking questions 6-13 obtain responses for each question for all related household members before going to next question. ‘—

6. Last week or the week before, that is the two-week period which ended
last night,

Did ...............................- see or talk to a doctor for any reason?

7. Last week or the week before, did ....--.–.--...--..-.-_.---—take any medicine
or treatment for any condition?

8. (a) Last week or the week before, did ._–.-___-.-_..__ have any
accidents or injuries?

(b) Did ...-..–—_..-..–..--- ever have an (any other) accident or injury
that stifl bothers him in any way?

9. % ..-_. ________________limited, in any way, in the amount or kmd of
activities that other persons hk (her) (your) age are able to do?

10. Is ---------------------- able to get around outside the house, freely, without
the help of another person or special aid?

11. If 6 years old or over, ask: Does _--–-_––.–_. have any trouble
seeing with one or both eyes even when wearing glasses?

If 6 years old or over, ask:
12. (a) Does -----------------------------have any trouble hearing with one o~ both

ears? (If No ask (b))

(b) Can --–-. _.-.-_... _- .....- hear well enough to hear a whisper from
across a quiet room?

13. Does —–..–...— ----- have any missing fingers, toes, arms, or legs?

R For persons 19 years old or over, show who responded for (or was present during the
ding of) Q. 6.13. If persons responded for $df, $how whether entirely or parEly. For
persons under 19 show who re%pon dad for them. [f eligible respondent is “at home”

Q. 6-13 but did not respond for self, enter the reason in o a footnote.

❑ Yes

I
❑ Yes

❑ No ❑ No

❑ Yes ❑ Yes
❑ No ❑ No

j_J Yes ❑ Yes
IJ No ❑ No

—

❑ Yes i_J Yes
I_J No ❑ No

❑ Yes ❑ Yes
I_J No ❑ No

Yes - ❑ one ❑ both Yes-lJone IJbcth
❑ No ❑ No

i_J Yes IJ Yes
!-J No ❑ No

❑ Yes ❑ Yes
❑ No ❑ No

1 --l
❑ Yes ❑ Yes
❑ No ❑ No A

❑ Responded for $elf–ENTIRELY ❑ Re$pond.d for tolf-ENTIRE .Y

I_J Re$p.anded for self–PARTLY ❑ Respond.d for sdf-PARTLY
I

person -------- was respondent Person -------- was respondent
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HEARING EXAMINATION PAGE

1. Check one or more boxes. Also enter number of persons in (b) or (c).

(a) ❑ No person 19 years old or over with hearing problems—No one in

special sample (go to item 3)

(b) ❑ ................Persons with no hearing problems in special sample

(c) ❑ .......- ......-Persons 19 years old or over with hearing problems

(If (b) or (c) boxes are marked, go to item 2)

2. As an impartant part af this survey and in arder to abtain reliable esti-

motes of the hearing obility of all people, we ore giving hearing tests ta

o sample of the people that we interview. .—_ ......_ .--........_. _.... ___ and

.. ......... .... ................... .... etc. in your family are in this sample. The

examination will not last very long ond if necessary we will arrange for

transportation to and from your home and the test center, May I please

make an appointment far this test?

❑ YES (Arrange appointment and tifl out triplicate appointment slip)

❑ NO (Explain)

3. Thank you for your cooperation.

INTERVIEW ENDED: ................. .. A.M. —____— P.M.
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Ask for all persons 17 years old or over.

1. (a) What is the highest grade (year) ................ ............ ......... ............ ... attended in school?

Elementary 1 23 45 67 8
High 1234 (Circle One)
College 12345

(b) Did ..............................................- ti.rdsh the .... .... ...._ grade (year)? ❑ YEs ❑ NO

If no Hearing Supplement is to be filled out, go to Item 3

2. HEARING SUPPLEMENT (For Persons 6 Years Old or Older)

1. (a) Has ............................ ..........- ever used a hearing aid? ❑ YES, ask (b) H NO, ask Ques. 11

(b) Does -....._-. .--._.._.----------- use a hearing aid now? ❑ YES ❑ NO

(Show Card A)
11. Please look at thk card. (Pause) Which statement best describes -.-.._..-..--–..--.-...—.--–-..---’s hearing

ability in his left ear (without his hearing aid) ?—Now telI me about his right ear (without his hearing aid).

(Mark one box for each ear.)

Left Right
❑ Hearing is good
❑ Littfe trouble hearing B
❑ Lot of trouble hearing’ ❑
I_J Deaf D

III. Check responses to (a)-(g). STOP asking questions after a “Yes” answer is obtained. If hearing aid ever
used, include parenthetical phrase in (a)-(g).

YEs NC

(a) (Without a hearing aid) Can .......................... usually hear and understand what a person
says without seeing his face if he whispers to -—.-_.....-—--------from across a quiet room?

(b) (Without a hearing aid) Can .......... ..............- usuefly hear and understand what a person
says without seeing his face if he trdks in a normal voice to ..—–––_.—.._.-– from across
a quiet room?

(c) (Without a hearing aid) Can -......-------------- usually hear and understand what a person
says without seeing his face if he shouts to -------------------------- from across a quiet room?

(d) (Without a hearing aid) Can . .................. .._ usually hear and understand a person if he
speaks loudly into .......-..- .....- ....-...’sbetter ear?

(e) (Without a hearing aid) Can .............. ...... ..- usually tell the sound of speech from other
sounds and noises?

(f) (Without a hearing aid) Can .............. ........... usually tell one kind of noise from another?

(g) (Without a hearing aid) Can . .................... ..- hear loud noises?
—

3, ❑ Not last related person (go to next person)

❑ Last related person, ask: (Mark one box)

Which of these income groups represents your totaf combined family ❑ A ❑ F
income for the past 12 months—that is, yours, your -..-..--..-...-...-...--’s, ❑ B ❑ G
etc. (Show Card B) Include income from efl sources such as wages, ❑ C ❑ H
safaries, sociaf security or retirement benefits, help from relatives, rents
from property, etc. L% Bi

If last related person, go to Hearing Examination Page.
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PERSON-CONDITION PAGE

Idcnt. No. Person No. Age

Fill onc prigcfor each person. Check answers to corresponding questions on worksheet before filling in or asking ques-
tions on this page. Ask follow-up questions for each question with a check mark.

1. Question 6- ❑ YES; ask parts (a) and (b) CONDITIONS

(a) For what condition did .........-.....-–..-.-._..-.- see or talk to a doctor

last week or the week before?
(b) Any other condition?

2. Question 7— ❑ YES; ask parts (a) and (b)

(a) For what condition did .-..- ...............------------ take the medicine or
treatment last week or the week before?

(b) Any other condition?

3. Question 8(a)- ❑ YES Type Part of Body
(a) What kind of injury did ---.— --------------- have, last week or the

week before?

(b) Anything else?
—--- --

~re~e~t %’&~ - - Part of Body

Question 8(b)— l_J YES
(a) In what way does the injury that ..-..— .__--__ .... had bother him?

4. Question 9— ❑ YES

(a) What conditions cause ___.._...-__—-- to be limited in his
activities?

(b) Anything else?

5. Question 10- ❑ NO

(a) What conditions cause .................... ..... .. ...._ to require help in
getting around outside the house?

Applies to persons 6 years old or older:

6, Question 1l— ❑ YES (Also ask 11(a) if eye trouble or condition ❑ YEs (ZNO
reported above.)

(a) Can ---------------------------- see well enough to read ordinary news-
paper print with glasses?

Applies to persons 6 years old or older:

7, Question 12(a)— ❑ YES 12(b) ❑ NO
If either box checked or hearing or ear trouble reported above, complete
hearing supplement.

Is supplement required? ~ YES ❑ NO

8, Question 13— H YES (Describe missing body parts.)

—ooo —
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APPENDIX IV

- SAMPLING PLJ4N FOR THE PHILADELPHIA HEARING 5CALE STUDY

National Analysts will design a sample which will
cover the SMSA area of Philadelphia. The SMSA area,
with a total of 1,333,962 housing units, consists of
Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadel-
phia counties in Pennsylv~a and Burlington, Camden,
and Gloucester counties in New Jersey. No national
inferences can be drawn from this sample, since it is
a sample of the Philadelphia SMSA only.

The sampIe design propsed is a systematic ran-
dom sample using area probability sampling proce-
dures. The actual selection of the sample segments will
be accomplished by cumulating the total housing units in
each Census block or enumeration district (ED) and
systematically selecting the sample blocks or ED’s.
The probability of selection will be proportional to the
number of housing units in the block or ED.

Sixty area segments will be selected within the
Philadelphia SMSA. Each segment will contain on the
average 26 housing units which are designated as sam-
pling units. Fifty of the 60 segments will be designated
to be sampled first, and the remaining 10 will be used
only if needed to obtain the desired number of inter-
views. Within the 50 selected segments a total of ap-
proximately 1,300 housing units will be identified as
sample households. This allows for a 95 percent oc-
cupancy rate and an 80 percent completion rate.

Further “chunking” of the selected area may be
necessary to get the segment to the desired size. The
sampling rate within each segment will be accomplished
by dividing the 26 dwelling units to be sampled into the
expected size of the segment.

National Analysts will supply 60 sketches of land
areaa referred to as segments. These segment sketches
will show boundaries of the segment pmitively identified
by streets, roads, streams, or other permmnt land-
marks. A random starting point indicated by a red 1‘X1’
on the sketch indicates the point at which the interviewer
is to begin work in the segment and a red arrow indi.
cates the direction of travel within the segment. A list-
ing sheet to identify the sample households within the
segment will be attached to the segment sketch. The
distribution of segments is given below.

Number of
county segmsnts

Total ---------------------- 60
Bucks County, pa------------- 4
Chester County, Pa----------- 3
Delaware County, Pa---------- 7
Montgomery County, Pa-------- 7
Philadelphia, pa -------------- 29
Burlington County, N.J--------- 3
Camden County, N. J----------- 5
Gloucester County, N. J-------- 2

It appears that we will need abut 30 enumeration
district maps. National Analysts has to have these maps
in its possession 1 week before the actual delivery date
of the sample, and will not pursue the ordering of tbeae
maps for it has been our experience that it takes in ex-
cess of 1 month to obtain them.

—ooo —
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OUTLINE OF REPORT SERIES FOR VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS

Public Health Service Publication No. 1000

SeVies 1.

Series 2.

Series 3.

Series 4.

Series 10.

Series 11.

Series 12.

Series 13.

S(’rles 14.

Series 20.

Series 21.

Series 22.

Programs and collection procertt4res.— Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions,
and other material necessary for understanding the data.

Data evaluation and methods research. —Studies of new statistical methodology including: experi-

mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.

.halytical studies, —Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health

statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series,

Documents and committee reports. — Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.

Data from the Health Interview Survey. —Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of

hospital, medical, dental. and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data collected
in a continuing national household interview survey.

Data j)’om the Health Examination Surl*ey. — Data from direct examination. testing, and measure-
nlent of national samples of the ~pulation provide the basis for two types of reports: (1) estimates
of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and the distributions of
the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics; and (2)
.~nIlys is of relationships ~mong the various measurements without reference to an explicit finite
univc’rsc of persons.

Data jrwu the Institutional Population Suvveys. —Statistics relating to “the health characteristics of
pers(ms in institutions. and on medical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national
samples of establishments providing these services and samplesof the residents or patients.

Data f“ro)tl the Hospital Discharge Sume~. —Statistics relating to discharged patients in short-stay
hospitals, based on a sample of patient records in a national sample of hospitals.

Do to on heallh wsmwces: manpower and jbcilifies. — Statistics cm the numkrs, geographic distri -
IW[i(,n, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, duntists, nurses, other healrh
manpowc r occupations, hospitals, nursinv homes, and outpatient and other inpatient facilities.

Da[u on mortality. - Various statistics on mortality other than as included in annual or monthlv
reports —special ana (yses by cause of death, age. and other demographic variables, also geogr~phic
ami time series analyses.

J%tu W mtaf ity, ))lal”).iag~, aml dire)-ce. — Various statistics onnatality, marriage, and divorce lmher
th;ln as included in annual or monthly reports— special analyses by demographic variables, UISO
ge~lgraphic and time series anaiyses, studies of fertility.

Data j’yottithe,National Natality aiut Mo)”tality SllFL’eYS.—Statistics on chfiracteristics IJf births ~nd
dc’aths not o vailable from the vital records, Based on sample surveys stenlming from these records,
in~’lu~ling such topics as mortality hy socioeconomic class, medical experience in the l,lst )’e.lr L)f

ii fe, characteristics of pregnancy. (W.

l~or a list of titles of reports poi]lishrd in these series, write to: @ffice of In fornl:ltion

Nat,iona 1 C’enter for IIp:llth %t:ltistic+
[J S, ?i’uhlic Henlth Smvice
Ilockville, \kl 20S52
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